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Abstract
We consider the most general diffeomorphisrn invariant action in If1 spacetime dimensions that is described in terms of the following fields: a metric
tensor, dilaton scalar and Abelian gauge vector. Included in this action is a
topological term that depends linearly on the Abelian field strength and has
been previuusly unaccounted for in the related literature. The focus of this
thesis is on studying the thermodynamics of the black hole solutions of the
field equations. The problem is first considered on t h e classical level, which
is followed by the calculation of first-order corrections that arise due to the
inclusion of rnatter fields. This matter is assumed to be quantized scalar
fields that are confonnally coupled to the metric, non-minimally coupled to
the dilaton and not coupled with the gauge vector. We begin the classical
study by showing that (up t o spacetime diffeomorphisms) every solution of
the field equations is static and depends on only two physical parameters: the
mass and Abelian charge of t h e associated black hole. We next extract the
t hermodynamics by imposing boundary conditions t hat describe a charged
black hole in a "boxx (with t h e box being one dimensional in dilaton space).
Both a Hamiltonian and Euclidean action (i-e., path integral) approach are
used. The two approaches are formally different, but they are shown to generate equivalent results. The former is aestheticalIy pleasing, as it leads to
a canonicai Hamiltonian operator in an elegant free energy form. The latter
allows for the incorporation of the quantum matter fields in a straightforward manner. We begin the quantum-corrected analysis by constructing a
suitable local form of the quantum effective action. The revised field equations are then solved with an appropriate ansatz for the quantum-corrected
metric. These solutions describe the back reaction of the matter fields on the
classical geometry. Quantum corrections t o the geometry and action lead tu
modifications in the thermodynamics. T h e geometrical and thermodynarnic
corrections are both evaluated t o first order in A. Finally, we illustrate this
general formalism with two specific models. These are the dimensionally
reduced forms of the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole and t h e rotating BTZ
bIack hole.
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1.1

Introduction
Generic Dilaton Gravity

Remarkably, there exists a strong analogy between the laws of black hoIe
mechanics and the laws of thermodynamics [l, 21. For instance, if M is the
black hole mass, A is the area of the event horizon and K; is the surface
gravity, then we find:
7

where G is Newton's gravitational constant. This is directly analogous to
the first law of thermodynamics, which can be expressed as:

where E lT and S are the systern's energy, temperature and entropy (respectively). Furtherrnore, Hawking's black hole area theorem [3] requires &A3 O
for any black hole process that satisfies certain conditions. This is indeed
very similar to the second law of thermodynamics, which requires bS O for
any process in a closed system.
Wihat made this thermodynamic analogy even more intriguing was Hawking's lat er discovery t hat black holes radiate thermally [4]. The t emperat ure
associated with this radiation is known as the " ~ a w k i n gtemperature" and
found to be:

>

where fi is Planck's fundamental constant. This result along with Eq.(l)
implies that black holes possess an intrinsic entropy, which is given by:

and commonly referred t o as the "Bekenstein-Hawking entropy" .
SB= is now widely accepted as an entropy in a statistically mechanical
sense, rather than just a mathematical anomaly. Yet, what accounts for
the intrinsic entropy of a black hole remains one of the most chatlenging
problems in gravitational physics. R o m a thermodynamic viewpoint, the
entropy of a system is directly associated with the degree of disorder. Furthermore, the usual entropy calculation is based on the logarithm of the

microstate degeneracy underlying the macroscopic system of interest. This
makes the connection between SB= and statistical mechanics most unclear,
as black holes are notoriously systems of very high order. (This follows as
a consequence of the so-called "no-hair" theorems [5]. That is, black holes
are described by a limited number of degrees of freedom al1 of which are
rnacroscopic parameters: essentially, the mass, charge and spin.) One might
suspect that the resolution t o this paradox lies within a quantum description
of gravity. Alas, the attempted formulation of an encompassing quantum
theory of gravity has been consistently plagued by renormalization problems
[6]. (This is discussed below in more detail.)
In spite of problems that are uiherent t o quantum gravity, there has been
some notable success in the derivation of the Bekenst ein-Hawking ent ropy
through the counting of microstates. For instance, Carlip and others [7, 81
have attained the expected entropy of 2+1-dimensional black holes by using
a geometrical counting approach.' They found t hat black hole boundary
conditions give rise t o surface t e m s that break the gauge symmetry of the
theory. This symmetry can be restored with the assumption of new, physical
states on the horizon. Remarkably, the counting of such states leads directly
to e S ~ " .In another approach, Strominger and others [lO] have considered
extrema1 black holes in the context of weakly coupled string theory. For
certain classes of string models, they found that counting the degeneracy of
BPS states (i-e., bound-saturating soliton states) yields the expected result
of eSB? In yet another approach, Frolov et al. [Il] have considered the
statistical entropy of quantized matter fields for special classes of "induced
gravity" models. In such rnodels, the classical gravit ational action arises
as a low-energy limit of the matter-induced quantum effective action [12,
131. They found a direct relation between this statistical entropy and the
Bekenstein-Hawking value.
For the evaluation of black hole entropy, each of the above approaches
is limited by its scope and applicability to more general models. Neverth*
l a s , it is inspiring that such diverse counting procedures can account for
a purely geometrical quantity. It would seem to imply a deeper and more
universal meaning t o the origin of black hole entropy. This point is reinforced by the observation that SB* arises in calculations a t the tree level
= A related approach h a been used by A s h t h et al. [9]to study 3fl-dimensional
black holes. They found the expected d u e of SBH to within a proportionality constant.

2

(i-e., classically). This is paradoxical t o its obvious connection with t h e m a l
emission, as black hole radiation is s t ~ c t l ya quantum process [4]. Furthermore, Wald and Iyer [14]have demonstrated that the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy is a generic feature of a diverse class of actions. In fact, SBH was
shown t o be the manifestation of a Noether charge (i.e., conserved quantity)
for any diffeomorphism-invariant action that contains a curvature term.
The deep mystery of black hole entropy still seems to be embedded within
the fkarnework of a full theory; that is, one that incorporates both quantum
and gravitational phenornena. However, as alluded t o above, the construction of such a theory is problernatic. This is a consequence of unavoidable
singularities that anse whenever a gravitational field is quantized. Moreover
and unlike (for instance) quantum electrodynamics, the singularities arising
in quantum gravity can not be renormdized [6]. (In quantum electrodynamics, or QED, the associated singularities are first absorbed into physical
quantities such as the electron m a s . The resulting singular quantities are
then renormalized t o be finite observables [15].)
T h e renormalization dilemma for gravity is explainable as follows. If the
gravitational field is treated as a small perturbation, then the role of coupling
in units
constant is taken on by the square of the "Planck length" (Le.,
with the speed of light equal to unity) [6]. Unlike QED (for which the
coupling constant is dimensionless), higher-order effects can become large
and eventually divergent as the length scale of interest falls below the Planck
value.
One might still expect that quantum gravity can be salvaged, provided
that al1 length scales are much larger than the Planck value. However, this
is not the case because of the non-linear nature of gravity. That is, the
gravitons2 are required t o couple with a gravitational field; the same as for
any other matter or energy in the theory. (This follows as a consequence of
Einstein's 'principle of equivalence" [16]. Also, this is converse to QED in
which the photons do not interact wit h any electromagnetic field.) Regardles
of the length scale under study, this non-linear coupling gives rise to an
infinite number of divergent quantities. Hence, a renormalizable theory would
necessitate an infinite number of physical parameters, since these are required
t o absorb the singularities. This result is neither practical nor acceptable on
2The gravitons represent the quantized degrees of freedom of a linearized gravitational
field [6]. That is, the gravitons are analogous to the photons in a QED theory-

physical grounds.
In spite of renormalization problems, a quantum theory of gravity can still
be dealt with in a limited context. This requires a semi-classical approach
that is known as the "background-field" method (171. Such an approach is
conceptually analogous to the treatrnent of electromagnetic fields as extemal
backgrounds, as is often the case in QED studies.
To help conceptualize the background-field method, let us first consider
a ''total metric" .::9
We regard this tensor field as being the solution (in
principle) to t h e Einstein field e q ~ a t i o n ,which
~
can be written as follows

RF:

1

l f o t 9,tot + S ~ g k $ = 8 ~ G
- -R
<Tpu>,

2
where
and Rtot are the Ricci tensor and scdar curvature (respectively)
with respect to.;,g
Also, A is the cosmological constant and < T,, > is the
(quantum) stress tensor. The stress tensor arises due t o whatever energymatter source is present. Here, as implied by the quantum expectation value,
we are presuming a strictly quantized source. The expectation value also
implies that the stress tensor has been suitably renormalized.
The premise of the background-field method is that the gravitational
disturbance (as induced by the stress tensor) can be separated off from the
classical b a ~ k g r o u n d .Assuming
~
this t o be the case, we can express the total
metric tensor as follows:
g tot
w = gw

+

GPU,

(6)

where ,g is t h e solution to the classical (Le., zeroth order in f i ) Einstein
equation. That is:

where R,, and R are related to g, and the right-hand side is vanishing b e
cause we have assumed a non-classical source. It follows that the tensor field
Qpu describes the gravitational fluctuations about the classical background.

gE

3The metrïc
is total in the following sense. It is implied as solving the Einstein
fieId equation up to any order in f i . Such a solution c m not be found in practice.
4Such a premise can only be vabd if the fluctuations in < T,, > are sufficiently m
aü
compared with < Tpv > and curvatures are sufficiently smaii compared with the Planck
scale [19],

On the basis of Eq.(6), the "total" Einstein field equation (5) can now be
recast in the following form:

,
where Gpvrepresents the classical Einstein tensor of Eq.(7) and G ~ describes
t h e contributions (from the left-hand side) that depend on the 'Yiuctuation
field" i&. In principle, one could proceed t o solve this equation by expanding
both 8, and < Tpv> in powers of h.
We can also derive Eq.(8) by applying t h e ''variational principle" to a
suitably defined action (Le., by minimizing this action with respect to variations in the constituent fields). Let us write such an action in the form:

where I is considered to be the Einstein classical action. That is [la]:

where n is the dimensionality of the spacetime manifold and f i is the usual
integration measure for Lorentzian spacetime (with g denoting the determinant of the metric tensor). The defining relations for the above functionals
are then given by [18]:

and if we truncate a t the one-loop level (as discussed below):

In this formulation, the functiooal W represents t h e matter-induced "quant um effective action" [fi].
In principle, W (along with Ï) may be expressed u p to any order in fi.
In practice, however, the expansion is typically truncated at the one-loop

level (Le., a t first order in h ) , as this always leads t o a renormalizable theory
[6]. For instance, the 3fl-dimensional truncated theory requires only four
quantities t o be renomalized: G, A and the coeEcients of two geometrical
tensors (with this latter pair vanishing in the limit of Einstein theory). Yet,
it should b e pointed out, such a tmncation implies that the gravitational
coupling is a srnall perturbation. This can only be valid when all length
scales are much greater than the Planck length
In spite of such sirnplieing methods, t h e study of 'kealistic" gravity t h e
ories (Le., those in four or more dimensions) can still prove cumbersome. As
a result, much research has been directed towards the study of simpler "toy"
models. In particular, lfl-dimensional gravity theories merit much attention. Because of their exact solvability, l+l-dimensional models have proven
t o b e useful tools for investigations into black hole thermodynamics [19,201.
Such investigations are hoped to provide a deeper understanding of key issues; including the microscopic ongin of bladc hole entropy [21], the endpoint
of black hole evaporation via thermal radiation [4] and the so-called "black
hole information paradox" [22]. (For a current review on issues in quantum
gravity, see [23].)
Along with their solvability, lfl-dimensional toy models are notable for
providing a t least qualitative information on more physical gravitational theories. In fact, for many commonly studied cases, a given l+l-dimensional
theory can be directly linked to a n appropriate higher-dimensional mode1
through a process of dimensional reduction. (Specific examples of this are
discussed below.) There are, however, two technical points (which have
only recently corne to light) that cast some doubt on the reliability of lfldimensional theories being interpreted in this context. We elaborate on these
controversial issues at the end of Subsection 1.2.
Contrary to what one might expect, formulating a l+l-dimensional theory of gravity is not a straightforward process. In two dimensions of spacetime, the Ricci tensor Rpv is identically equal to igp,R [18], and so the
classical Einstein equation for a vacuum (7) reduces t o the following:

Ag,,

= 0.

(14)

(We can also obtain this result fkom t h e classical action (10) by first noting
that -R
is a total divergence in two dimensions.) If the cosmological
constant A is non-zero, then we obtain the unacceptable result of a vanishing

rnetric; whereas A = O implies that the metric tensor is an indeterminate
quantity. Consequently, a rneaningful l+l-dimensional theory of gravity requires us to advance beyond the usual Einstein field equation.
To make sense of gravity in l+l-dimensional spacetime, we are required
to introduce an awdiary scalar field [24]. Such a field is typically referred
to as the "dilaton" and commonly denoted by 4. Because of the presence of
the dilaton field, the gravitational action c m no longer be entirely geometrical, However, this is an unavoidable feature in a tw*dimensional theory
of gravi& as long as we are to maintain a local action with diffeomorphism
invariance [25]. (Locality implies that the action is well defined at each point
x p in the manifold, while diffeomorphisms are general coordinate transformations of the f o m'x -t Z" = P(x').)
Severd models of dilaton gravity have received considerable attention in
the literature. For instance, Jackiw and Teitelboim [26] have proposed a
gravitational field for which the (scalar) curvature R is constant throughout
the manifoId. Following the cited authors, we can derive such a field equation
by appiying the minimal-action principle to the following funct ional:

I =/ d 2 z f i 4 ( ~

+ A),

where A is a constant parameter. By minimizing 1 with respect to variations
in 4, we obtain the constant-curvature expression R = -A. Furthermore,
we can determine the dilaton by v q i n g the metric and then solving the
resultant field equation. Note that ot her models of constant-curvature dilaton
gravity have received attention in the literature; including Polyakov-Liouville
induced gravity [27] and Hotta's generalized mode1 [28].
The Jackiw-Teitelboim action is actually a specific case of a dilaton mode1
that follows from a process of dimensional reduction. The originating theory
(i.e., prior to reduction) is 2+l-dimensional anti-de Sitter gravity for which
black hole solutions were first identified by Bafiados, Teitelboim and Zanelli
[29]. (Such solutions are accordingly referred to as "BTZ black holes" .) Classically, the higher-dimensional t heory is described by Einstein's action (10)
for the special case of a negative cosmological constant in three dimensions
of spacetime. That is:

where we have redefined the cosmological constant such that A + -2A < 0.
Axial symmetry can be imposed on the above action with an appropriate ansatz for the metric. For this purpose, Achucarro and Ortiz [30]have
proposed the following:

where p, v = {O, l), a is an arbitrary constant of dimension length, A, is
a dimensionless gauge field and all fields depend on only { x o 7xl). We can
further impose a = B G ( ~(without
)
loss of generality) and integrate over
angular coordinate 8 t o obtain a reduced action of the forrn:

where the "field-strength" tensor (i.e., Fp = apAv-&A,) is directly related
to the angular momentum of the associated BTZ black hole [30].It follows
that the Jackiw-Teitelboim model (15) (with A > O) is just c'reduced BTZ
gravity" (18) for the special case of vanishing spin. Note that the reduced
BTZ model has been shown to admit black hole solutions; t h a t is, spacetime
configurations for which a singularity is causaily hidden by a n event horizon
[31]. This is found for cases both with [30]and without [26] spin.
The most often studied dilaton model is also based on the reduction of
a higher-dimensional theory; namely, the spherically symmetric reduction
of 3+l-dimensional Einstein gravity [32, 33, 34, 35, 361. For this reduction
process, we begin with the classical action:

Spherical symmetry can be imposed with the following metric ansatz:

where p, Y = {O, 11, 1 is an arbitrary constant of dimension length and al1
fields depend on only {xo,xl). Without loss of generality, we can also set
1=
(where G is a dirnensionless constant), as well as integrate ove*
angular coordinates 19 and a, in obtaining a reduced action of the form:

Jm

The dilaton field now has direct physical significance, since we see fiom
is the radius of the symmetrïc 2-sphereS5
Eq.(20) that r =
Spherical symmetry can be similarly imposed on Einstein-Maxwell theory
[37]. For this case, we begin with the four-dimensional action:

hq5

where FAB = aAAB- &AA (with A, B = 0,1,2,3) such that AA is the
Abelian gauge field.' To impose spherical symmetry, we can use the metrïc
ansatz of Eq(20) and the following ansatz for the Abelian gauge field:

This leads t o a dimensionally reduced action of the form:

where Fpuis the reduced form of the field-strength tensor. The reduced
actions of Eqs.(21,24) are both known to admit black hole solutions [above
ref. s], wit h t hese having "Schwarzchild" and "Reissner-Nordstrom" forrns,'
respect ively.
Another dilaton theory of interest is the "string-inspired" model. More
precisely, this model is a low-energy effective field theory for the massless
excitations of a string [39, 401 and can be described by the so-called "CallanGiddings-Harvey-Strominger action" [41]:

where y is an inverse-length parameter that represents string coupling. This
model has been shown to admit black holes of a Schwarzchild type [41,42,43].
-

---

5A more common approach (in the literature) is to define the dilaton by r = e-4. Our
unconventional choice leads to a reduced action that is directly compatible with the action
of our generic theory. The two approaches yield equivalent results.
'Abelian gauge transformations are those of the form A, + A, = A, +a, f: where f
is an arbitrary coordinate function.
7 S c h ~ ~ c h iand
l d Reisimer-Nordstrom [38] refer to the well-hown static forms of t h e
black hole solutions in 3fl-spherically symrnetric gravity.

Black hole solutions are also found when electromagnetic interactions are
included [44].
If we are t o gain insight into the ongin of black hole entropy (and related
issues), it would seem useful t o study black hole thermodynamics in as wide
a class of theories as possible. To this end, we now present a very general
classical action, which is to serve as the initiating point of our formal analysis.
Let us consider a generic mode1 in lfl-dimensional spacetime that depends on the following fields: a met& tensor g
,, dilaton scalar q!~and Abelian
gauge vector A,. In terms of these fields, as well as their first and second
derivatives, the most general action functional that has bath diffeomorphism
and Abelian gauge invariance can be written as followss [46, 47, 48, 491:

where G is a dimc~i;sionlessmeasure of gravitational coupling, Fpv = a,A, avAp, 1 is a fundamental constant of dimension length and Pu is the contravaxiant Levi-Civita symbol [l8].Also, Il(@), V ( d ) ,Y (@)and Z(@)
are arbitrary (i.e., depend on the specific choice of model), dimensionless functions
of the dilaton field. We point out that the Iast term is linear in the Abelian
field strength and only possible in two dimensions of spacetime. Although
this topologicd term has no obvious physical significance, it is included in the
formalism for the sake of completeness. Note that the previously discussed
dilaton models are al1 special cases of Eq.(26).

or

the sake of sirnplicity, this form of the action also assumes that ariy term can only
depend lùiearly on the scalar quantity F'YFpV-Lifting this restriction would allow us to
consider a l+l-dimensional analogue of Born-hfeld non-linear electrodynamics [45].

1.2

Surnmary of Contents

In the sections to follow, we examine a generic theory of dilaton gravity that is
based on the action of Eq. (26). In particular, we analyze the thermodynamics
of the black hole solutions of the resultant field equations. The proceeding
discussion is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the solution space and
thermodynarnics at the classical level. Section 3 examines the first-order
quantum corrections to the chssical analysis. We induce these corrections
by introducing matter fields into the model, although the vacuum limit is
ultimately considered. Section 4 illustrates the generic results with a pair of
special dilaton models. Section 5 closes with a brief summary and overview.
The classical study formally begins in Subsection 2.1. We first propose a
convenient reparametrizationg of t he generic action (26), which elirninates the
kinetic term and consequently simplifies the subsequent analysis. (Vote, this
field-redefining procedure is a generalization of prior works 137, 50, 51, 521.)
We obtain the field equations for this reparametrized action and then suitably formulate the corresponding general solution. It is proven that (up to
spacetime diffeomorphisms) every solution is static and depends on only two
independent parameters; both of which are invariant under general diffeomorphisms and Abelian gauge transformations. These parameters are physical
observables that represent the mass and charge of the black hale (assuming such a solution for the theory). The above results can be regarded as
proving a generalized version of 'Birkhoff's theorem" (which states for the
Einstein field equation in four dimensions of spacetime: al1 spherically symmetric solutions are static and parametrized by a single observable [53]). We
also identiS a Killing vector, which is associated with the symmetries of the
solution space [31], and this enables us to express the general solution in a
"Reisnner-Nordstrom-like': form. This is a convenient representation for the
analysis of thermodynamics, which we consider in detail.
Subsection 2.2 furthers the classical analysis by way of Dirac's "canonical
Hamiltonian" method [54].By applying the Dirac formalism to a gravitational system, we are following the path set by Kuchai [55]. We begin this
treatment by identifying the complete set of c'first-class" constraints, which
are consequences of the symmetries (diffeomorphism and Abelian gauge invariance) in the system. As expected from the generalized Birkhoff's theogThis reparametrization requires further restrictions on the action (26). We elaborate
on this later.

rem, the dynamics of the system can be fully described by a reduced phase
space that consists of a pair of physical observables; that is, a n independent pair of g a u g e - i n d a n t parameters. The reduced phase space actually
consists of four degrees of freedom: the two observables and their respective
canonical conjugates. However, we show that the conjugates are not invariant
under a certain class of non-canonical transformations. Hence, t h e Hamiltonian analysis is indeed consistent with that of the generalized Birkhoff's
t heorem.
By applying the Dirac methodology, we further demonstrate that (up t o
surface terms) the canonical Hamiltonian vanishes on the "constnaint surface" ; t hat is, for field configurations t hat s a t i s e the constraint stquations
(Le., for "on-shell" fields). As a result, the system's therrnodynamics are
solely determined by the Hamiltonian surface terms. Such surface t e r m s are
a direct consequence of the enforcement of the variational principle a t the
boundaries of the system.
An explicit evaluation of the Hamiltonian surface terms requirers that a n
appropriate set of boundary conditions first be formalized. In t h i s thesis,
we impose conditions that correspond to an eternal black hole within the
confines of a "box". (In lfl-dimensional spacetime, the boundary otf t his box
is appropriately defined by a timelike surface of fixed, constant temperature
and chemical potential.lO) Such conditions effectively describe a black hole in
steady-state equilibriurn wit h its surroundings, and t his corresponds t O the
well-known "Hartle-Hawking vacuum state" [58, 591. We formally impose
these conditions by adapting the approach of Louko et al. [60, 611 to our
model. In particular, the horizon conditions are chosen so that the resdting
spacetime can be analytically continued t o t h e Euclidean (Le., irnaginary
time) sector. (If periodicity is imposed on imaginary time, then the Euclidean
sector is known t o describe black hole thermodynamics via the "GibbonsHawking instanton" [62].A more detailed discussion follows below-)
The above choice of boundary conditions leads to the on-shell canonical
Hamiltonian taking on a telling free energy form;" including t h e entropy
'O~hethermodynamic property of chemical potentid is always associated w i t h a conserved quantity (usually, a particle number) [56]. In our study, the chemical patentid of
interest is related to the Abelian charge and andogous to an electrostatic potenitid [57].
"The fcee energy F refers to a quantity that is conserved by the first law of tthermodynarnics- For a systern of constant volume, F is defined by d F = 6E - T6S .yidqi = 0:
where qi is an intrinsically conserved quantity and ri is the related chernical potential [56].

xi

arising generically as a horizon surface term and the Abelian charge playing
the role of a particle number. In analogy t o thermodynamic systems [56], we
use this result in the construction of a partition function Z. For a canonical
ensemble of black holes radiating at a fixed temperature T,such a partition
function can be expressed a d 2

where the trace is a sum over al1 physically acceptable states and X is a n
appropriate operator form of the Hamiltonian. Subsection 2.2 concludes with
an d y s i s of the thermodynamics arising out of 2. This is accomplished
by way of a saddle-point approximation.
The classical study continues on in Subsection 2.3 with the implementation of a Euclidean action (Le., path integral) approach. Here, we use
techniques that are based on the seminal work of Gibbons and Hawking [62],
which has since been developed by York et al. [63]. To understand the connection between the Euclidean action and black hole thermodynamics, let us
consider the following discussion.
We begin here by redefining the thermodynamic partition function 2 in
terms of path integral formalism; Le., Z oc J e" [64]. Because of the presence
of an imaginary exponent, a direct evaluation of this path integral would lead
t o divergent results. However, such divergence problems c m be alleviated
by way of the following two-step procedure. First, the spacetime manifold is
analytically continued into the Euclidean sector via a "Wick rotation'' (Le.,
real time t is rotated into r = it) [65]. Second, periodicity is imposed on
imaginary time T. (This periodicity requirement follows from the existence
of "Kruskal-like" coordinates [66] t h a t are periodic in the variable T [58].)
The enforcement o f these steps leads t o a convergent path integral, and this
result can be expressed as follows [62]:

where IE is the Euclidean form of the action, the integration is taken over
al1 field configurations ($1 that are periodic in imaginary tirne and 2,[@] is
12TechnicaUyzthe ensemble temperature should be measured a t the systeni's outer
boundary. This boundary value is "blue shifted" fÎom the black hole temperature T
by a metric-dependent factor [63].However, the two d u e s do agree in the h i t of infinite
system size (assurning an asymptoticaiiy flat spacetime) .

an appropriate measure. Furthemore, by enforcing Euclidean time periodicity and then analytically continuing back to the Lorentzian (Le., real time)
sector, one effectively imposes conditions that describ e the Hartle-Hawking
vacuum state (Le., the state of an eternal black hole in a box) [58].
It is well known that, when imaginary time is closed off in a formulation
of finite-temperature field theory, the period ,& of the Euclidean time COordinate is equivalent to the inverse of the temperature [67]. To show this
is indeed the case, let us consider an akemative definition for t h e partition
finction. Z can be equivalently defined as the amplitude for a field configuration 7b1 (at time tl) to propagate to $2 (at t 2 ) [64]. In the Schrodinger
picture of quantum theory, this definition can be expressed as:

B y substituting t2- tl = -z(T~- T ~ )imposing
,
periodicity 72 - TI = ,ûEand
setting Srl = $2, we obtain:

A direct cornparison of this result with Eq.(27) yields the expeded relation
of BE = T-'.
For an on-shell field configuration, one can explicitly evaluate ,BE by irnposing horizon regularity on the Euclidean geometry [62]. If this on-shell
value of the period is denoted as ,Ba, then it follows that TH = Pz1 is the
Hawking temperature of black hole radiation [4]. We exploit this identification throughout the t hesis.
In Subsection 2.3 , the Euclidean action is used as the generator of blackhole thermodynamics. In particular, a saddle-point approximation for the
path integral (28) leads to the following expression [62]:

Full agreement is found between the results of this analysis and the saddlepoint calculations of the prior Hamiltonian method. Although using two
approaches is repetitious in a sense, we are still sufficiently motivated to fully
detail both methodologies. The Hamiltonian analysis provides a physically
intuitive picture of black hole thennodynamics, whereas the Euclidean action
formalism is readily extendible to the calculation of quantum corrections.

The quantum-corrected problem is first considered in Subsection 3 -1.We
begin this analysis by introducing a n appropriately defined quantum effective
action W (cf. Eqs.(9,13)). To better appreciate the ongins and significance
of W, let us consider the following discussion.
Suppose that matter fields are introduced into a l+l-dimensional theory
of graviQ (as defined by Eq.(26)). If we further assume that the matter is
described by an integral number N of quantized scalar fields fi,then this
leads to a "matter action" l? of the form [47, 681:

This formulation of l? also assumes that the matter fields are conformally
coupled to the metric13 and not coupled with the Abelian gauge sector. The
above form of the matter action does allow for non-minimal coupling to the
dilaton, and this interaction has been expressed in terms of the function C($)
(where the precise form of c(4) depends on the mode1 under study). Since
we are restricting the analysis to quantized matter fields, the strength of
gravitational coupling is proport ional to fi.
Considering that the action is ultimately significant as the exponent in
a path integral (cf. Eq.(28)), we can effectively "integrate out" the matter
fields. This gives rise to a functional of the form:

r = W [g,41 + {matter - field

cont~ébutions).

(33)

T h e functional W cari be determined through well-known renormalization
procedures [6] and, since we are considering the vacuum limit, the matter
fields are taken t o vanish.
The system of interest can be effectively described by the sum of the
gravitational action and the quantum effective action W. If we regard ($1 =
{ g , 9, A ) as representing the classical field configurations and
= (3, Â}
as represent ing the quantum-corrected field configurations (i.e., the on-shell
correspond to the minimum of the total functional), then the
values of
"total" (up t o one-loop) action can be expressed in the following schematic

(4)

6,

(4)

13~onformally
coupled matter impiies the invariance of î under any conformal tramformation of the rnetric. These are of the form g,, + &, = 02g,,: where a is some r d
coordinate function.

form:

Here, I denotes the classically defined action of Eq. (26) and the Il term
schematicaly represents the first-order terms of a Taylor series: the expansion of I
about the classical background of the fields. Il and W collectivefy descnbe the "back reaction" on the classical geometry as induced by
the matter fields. The one-loop effective action W has been expressed strictly
in terms of the classical fields due to the presence of tl in Eq. (32).
For a general n-dimensional theory of gravity, the evaluation of the quantum effective action is known to be extremely difficult [6].However, this is
not the case for conformally invariant matter theories [69]such as those being
considered here. For this class of theories, one can determine the effective
action by exploiting its relation to the so-called 'trace (conformal) anomaly"
[70]. Before we proceed, a discussion of this anomaly and (in particular) its
relation to W is in order. This goes as fol1ows.
To understand the trace anomaly, it is heIpful to first examine the classical
case. Let IM
denote the classical matter action for a conforrnally invariant
theory and let T,, denote the classical stress tensor. In analogy to Eq.(13),
we have the following relation:

[4]

which has been expressed in terms of g, for later convenience. Let us now
consider a conformal transformation of the form gpu -+ gY= W2gY It
follows t hat:
@pu
= - 2 g p ~ - 3 b f i = -mpYfl-1af2.
(36)
By substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (35), multiplying through by g p u and finally
taking the R + 1limit, we obtain:

/ d n z f i T L = R-2nI.,

which implies that the trace of the classical stress tensor must vanish (since
bIM/bR = O by hypothesis).

Next, let us consider a conformally invariant theory of quantized matter
fields. To obtain this theory from its classical analogue, we must first impose
a procedure of quantization IM + r and then impose one of renormalization
+ W . (As alluded t o earlier, the latter process removes the singularïties
in W by absorbing these infinities into renormalized physical quantities.)
As a consequence of these procedures, the effective action W c m acquire a
non-conformal nature [6, 691, and so it follows t hat :
(38)

does not generally vanish. Hence, the quantum stress tensor typically acquires a non-vanishing trace, and this is comrnonly known as t h e trace
anomaly [70].
In spite of its connections to technical renormalization procedures, the
trace anomaly < TL > does have physical significance. It has been shown
that the flux of thermal radiation is diredly related to the trace of t h e stress
tensor [71]. Hence, black hole thermal emission suggests (independently of
renormalization procedures) the existence of an anomalous trace.
We begin in Subsedion 3.1 by using geometrical arguments [72, 731 t o
construct a generic dilaton forrn of the l+l-dimensional trace anomdy. This
formulation along with Eq.(38) enables us to evaluate the corresponding
quantum effective action. A complication arises in that the resulting functional W contains a couple of non-local terms. To recti@ this situation, we
introduce a pair of auxiliary scalar fields that effectively mimic the effective
action [74]. For a one-loop analysis, such auxiliary fields can be expressed (up
t o a few integration constants) as local functions of the classical geometry.
The integ-ration constants in these solutions c m be fixed through boundary
conditions that are based on physical arguments. With the effective action
in a suitable local form, the remainder of Section 3 analyzes the quantum
corrections t o various geometrical and thermodynarnic quantities.
In Subsection 3.2, the back-reaction effects on the geometry are calculated
t o first order in 5. We accomplish this by deriving the one-loop field equations
( i e applying the variational principle t o the total action (34)) and then
solving these equations in an appropriate manner. An explicit formulation of
the solution requires a static ansatz for the quantum-corrected metric. For
this, we adopt the ansatz from a related study by Frolov et al. [75].

Subsection 3.3 considers the evaluation of quantum-correded thermodynamics t o first order in fi. The corrections t o the classical thermodynamic
analysis are shown t o anse in a twofold manner: the defining relations are
explicitly modified due t o changes in the Euclidean action (cf.Eq.(31)) and
implicitly modified because of the back-reaction effects on the underlying geometry. We incorporate both of these mechanisms in deriving the one-loop
t hermodynamic expressions.
Section 4 brings clanty t o the general formalisrn of Sections 2 and 3 with
an illustration of how these techniques apply to specific dilaton theories.
We begin in Subsection 4.1 by studying the dimensionally reduced form of
3fl-spherically symmetric gravity. i n the case of charged btack holes, reduced "SSG" is described by the action of Eq.(24). This reduced theory is
interesting as the most widely studied dilaton model of gravity. Spherically
symmetric theories also have particular importance for investigations into
the process of black hole evaporation or (possibly) anti-evaporation [76; 771.
Subsection 4.2 focuses on a special model that is based on the dimensional
reduction of the BTZ (Le., 2+l-anti-de Sitter) black hole geometry. In the
case of spinning black holes, this reduced theory is described by the action of
Eq. (18). BTZ black holes have taken on recent interest due to their profound
connection with certain classes of higher-dimensional string theories. In fact,
for many of the black holes pertaining to string theory, the near-horizon
geometry can be expressed as BTZ x simple manifold [78, 79, BO].
Within Section 4, we also consider the very special cases of vanishing
charge (or spin) and the extremal black hole limit. The latter occurs when
the outer horizon of a charged black hole coincides with the inner horizon (as
charged black holes typically have a pair of distinct horizon surfaces). The
extrema1 case has sparked recent attention due to its implications with string
theory. In particular, extreme black holes can be shown t o represent massive,
perturbative string states [al, 82, 831. Furthermore, this identification had
lead t o statistical calculations of black hole entropy that are based on the
degeneracy of BPS string states [IO].
In Section 4, we find that the extrema1 Iirnit gives rise to singularities in
the one-loop calculations of entropy, t emp erat ure and near-horizon geometry.
This may be a consequence of ambiguities that are inherent to the extrema1
limit; that is, topological differences between the extremal and non-extrema1
solution spaces [84]. It has been suggested that an extremal black hole can
corne t o equilibrium a t an arbitrary value of temperature [85]. This further

implies that the extremal blâck hole entropy should b e taken as zero, rather
than the usual Bekenstein-Hawking result [86, 871. Another viewpoint is
t hat the stability of the extremal solution requires the classical temperature
to vanish [88, 891 (as Our limit-taking procedure also suggests) . Perhaps, the
correct extremal lirnit requires both the temperature and entropy to vanish
a t the tree level. T h e one-loop corrections could the2 be used as the lowestorder terrns in t heir respective perturbative expansions, provided t hat the
singdarities (in these corrections) c m be suitably renormalized t o give finite
results. On the other hand, it has also been suggested that a distinct extrema1
solution space (rather than a limit-taking procedure) is required [go].
To conclude this subsection, we discuss a pair of technical points that suggest possible shortcomings in Our methodology at the one-loop level. These
are as follows.
(1) As is typical in the iiterature on Ifl-dimensional gravity, we ultimately study a truncated form of the one-loop effective action. This truncation is a consequence of the matter action being subject t o the same reduction ansatz as t h e classical action. That is, information may be lost in
the process of dimensional reduction, as only the "spherical modes" of the
matter fields are quantized [91].Moreover, if we consider a dimensional rc+
duction from m f l t o If1 spacetime dimensions (with m > l), it has been
recent ly shown t hat the renormalized stress tensor of the l+1-dimensional
theory does not necessarily coincide with even the "s-wave" contribution of
the renormalized stress tensor in m 1 dimensions [92]. That is, there may
exist a "dimensional-reduction anornaly:' by which the procedures of dimensional reduction and quantization do nof commute. This anornaly weakens
the connection between physical theories (e-g., the SSG and BTZ black holes)
and t heir dimensionally reduced counterparts.
(2) By calculating the effective action on the basis of its relation with the
trace (conformal) anomaly, one neglects the contribution of any conformally
invariant terms; cf. Eq.(38). Such a contribution has long been overlooked in
the relevant literature. Recently, however, there has been a n attempt a t rigorously expanding (in powers of curvature) the conformally invariant portion
of the one-loop effective action in l+l-dimensional spacetime [93]. This has
lead to the identification of two non-local terms that have been previously
unaccounted for; both of these appearing to be relevant t o any one-loop study
wit h non-minimal dilat on-matter coupling. Alt hough t hese conformally invariant terms are necessary for cornpleteness, the non-locality property makes

+

their inclusion into our analytical program an as-of-yet unresolved problern.
It is worth noting that the forementioned studies (92,931 were only completed afler the original publication of o u . one-loop results [94]. Also of
note, the fist of the above points is of no consequence from the viewpoint of
a purely l+l-dimensional gravitational theory.

1.3

Conventions

We conclude this opening section by specieing the conventions t o be used
throughout the paper. We consider a l+l-dimensional spacetime manifold
for which a symmetric metric tensor g, describes the gravitational field. In
the Lorentzian (i-e., real time) sector, this metric has a signature of
and
a corresponding measure of the form:

-+

The metric d s o has a contravariant inverse gpv such that:

The Christoffel syrnbols are defined according to [18]:

where 3, =

&. T h e Riemann curvature tensor is given by [18]:

while the associated Ricci tensor and scalar curvature are expressible as:

and:

R = gpvRpu,

(44)

respectively.
The covariant derivative of an arbitrary mixed tensor T'Y is given by [18]:

We often use the following notation:

x2 = ~ p " ~ , ~ v >
where X, is an arbitrary vector.

The contravariant Levi-Civita symbol is defined as foilows [18]:

and has a covariant inverse of the fonn:

Equal-time functional derivatives (which are applicable to Chapter 2.2.1)
are defined according to t h e relation:

where {Oi(x')} is a set of independent fields,'x = {t,x), 6; is the usual
Kronecker delta and 6(2 - x) is the functional distribution for which:

Here, A(t, x) is any function that is smooth over the entire manifold.
Al1 models are assumed t o be invariant under general diffeomorphisms
x p -+Z p = f "(xu) and Abelian gauge transformations A, -t A, = A, 3, f .
Dots and primes are used to denote differentiation with respect to time
and space, respectively. With regard t o tensor indices, temporal components
are denoted by either O or t , whereas spatial components are denoted by
either 1 or x.
m e n we refer to the horizon (without qualification), the exterior-most
horizon surface is to be implied. A "red-shift" factor refers to a factor of
the forrn [go' ;l, whereas a "blue-shift" factor refers to the inverse ~ ~ ~
(regardless of t heir relative rnagnit udes) .
The speed of light and Boltzmann's constant are always set equal to unity.
f i is set to unity, except where explicitly indicating the order of a perturbative
expansion.
Finally, we note that many of the results in this thesis have been previously published [94, 951.

+
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Classical Analysis

2.1

Classical Solutions and Properties

2.1.1

Reparametrized Action and Field Equations:

As discussed in Subsection 1.1,the most general ltl-dimensional action that
depends on a metric tensor, dilaton scalar and Abelian gauge vector can be
written as follows (see Eq.(26)):

This form also presumes diffeomorphism invariance, Abelian gauge invariance, at most second derivatives of the fields and the exclusio~lof terms that
are non-linear in F'"Fpv. Let us also recall the form of the field-strength
tensor:
Fp = apAu- &Ap = V p A u- V u A p ,
(53

where the right-most part follows from the symmetry of the Christ offel symbols.
Through a reparametrization of the action, it is possible to eliminate the
kinetic term for the dilaton. This is provided that (for any admissible value of
4) D(4) is a differentiable function, and both D(4) and $ are non-vanishing.
Note that the reparametrization of interest is a generalization of prior works
by Kunstatter et al. [37, 50, 51, 521.
We begin with a redefinition of the metric and dilaton fields:

where R2(#) is a yet-to-be-determined conforma1 transformation of the metric. Note that the above assumptions for D(4) imply that the inverse of
Eq. (55) is a well-defined quantity.
Eq. (54) leads directly to the relations:

gPv

= o*gu*

Furthemore, th5 scalar curvature R ( g ) can be expressed in terms of

(57)

R(g)

i6l:

vp

where
denotes the covariant derivative associated with g,,. Note the
equivalence of V pand 7, when these are used to differentiate scalars.
It is useful to express the relevant derivatives of R as functions of the
reparametrized dilaton & Since $ # O by assumption, the following can be
obtained via the chain rule:

After re-expressing the action (52) in terms of Eqs. (5460)and integrating
by parts, we obtain (up to surface terms) the following functional:

where fi2, V, Y and Z are irnplicit functions of 3.
Evidently, the kinetic tenn for the scalar field is eliminated whenever
Q(4) satisfies the following differential equation:

1 - -dD d (Inn2)
= 0.
2
d#
d4
So with the following definitions:

--

y(&= R2($(iS))Y(4(Q)),

-

z(a= Z(4(3)),

the action functional (61) can be reexpressed in the simplified f o m :

(67)
where we have dropped the overlines for the sake of convenience. The
reparametrized fields are henceforth implied until the end of Subsection 2.2.
Take note of the implied integration constant in Eq.(63). This constant is a
model-dependent parameter aod can be fured with an appropriate choice of
boundary conditions (as demonstrated in Section 4).
Next, we consider deriving t h e field equations by way of the variational
principle. Keep in mind that the corresponding solution space appropriately
describes the extrema1 field configurations (Le., t hose for which the variation
of the action vanishes). By varying the action (67) with respect to each of
its constituent fields, we obtain t h e following:

where the last line follows (in part) h m the anti-symmetry of F p u and Y.
We can more conveniently express this variation by applying both of these
identities [18]:
1

si?*@=-9
as well as the following:

PQ

9

Spu.

By substituting Eq.(69) into Eq.(71), we further have:

Since the coefficient of 6 g p u is proportional to the classical Einstein tensor
with A = O (cf. Eq.(7)), this quantity must identically vanish in two dimensions of spacetime (as discussed in Subsection 1.1).We can evaluate the
remaining term by applying the the following relation, which is known as t h e
"Palat ini identiw' [18]:

This identity, Eqs. (69,70) and
reexpress Eq. (72) as follows:

M e r substituting Eqs.(69,74) into Eq. (68) and integrating by parts, we
find the following expression (up to surface terms) for the variation of the
action:

It should be noted that surface terms must be added to the action functional (67). This is necessary to ensure that the variational principle is well
defined at the boundaries of the system. In particular, the variation of these
surface terms should cancel off any surface variations that may have arisen
(while integrating by parts) in the calculation of 61. For the current analysis,
it is sufficient to regard such surface terms as being implied. Later in the
thesis, however, the action surface terms are explicitly dealt with.

We see from Eq475) that minimizing the action with respect t o variations in the düaton, metnc and gauge field Ieads t o the following set of field
equations:

Eq477) c m be transformed into a more compact forrn. If we multiply
this field equation by g p Y and contract indices (and note that gpvgp, = 2),
then it reduces to:

By substituting the above result back into Eq. (77), we are able to re-express
this field equation in the following revised form:

We can further simpli& the field equations by exploiting the form of the
Abelian field strength (53). It follows that F@ can also be expressed as the
product of a geometrical, anti-symmetric tensor and a gauge-invariant scalar
field. If we denote the latter as F , then F ~ Pcan b e rewritten as follows:

We next incorporate the defining relations of the Levi-Civita syrnbol (48,49),
and this leads t o the following expressions:

By way of these identities, the complete set of field equations (76,î8,8O)
can now be written as:

Before proceeding to the next chapter, we examine an important property
of the field equations in this theory. This is the identification of a Killing
vector (which is associated with the symmetrïes of the solution space [31])
for all field configurations that solve these equations. The Killing vector of
interest is found to have the following form:

To show this is indeed correct, we must verify that the associated Killing
equation [31]:
V,kp VBk,= O
(89)

+

is satisfied. For on-shell field configurations, we can evaluate V,k@ by diredly
applying Eq. (86) :

The right-hand side of this equation is clearly anti-syrnmetric under an exchange of a and P, and so it follows that the Killing equation (89) has been
satisfied. Of interest is the invariance of any on-shell field when it is transported along the Killing vector direction [31].Hence, a timelike Killing vector
implies t h a t the solution space is stationary and possibly static.

2.1.2

Conformal Gauge and Birkhoff's Theorem:

In I f1-dimensional spacetime, we can always choose (without loss of generality) a coordinate frame for which the metric is locally conformally flat14
[18]. For this "conformal gauge", the metric tensor can be expressed as:

Note that the conformal gauge formalism of this chapter is a generalization
of prior works by LouisMartinez et al. [37, 501.
It is convenient if this metric is further expressed in terms of "lightcone" coordinates a = x & t . First, let us consider an arbitrary coordinate
transformation x p + P. The following expression is known to be locally
valid F181:

We can use this general relation t o re-express the metric (91) in terms of
{z+, z-1:

Before discussing the field equations in this gauge, we first examine a
certain class of diffeomorphisms: those for which the form of the rnetric
does not change. By way of Eqs.(92,93), this special class of "residual"
transformations z* + & must s a t i s e the following constraint relations:

14A rnetric,g is said to be conformally flat when it can be expressed as ,g = w2q,,:
where w is a real coordinate function and q,, is the Minkowski (Le., flat-spacetime) metric.
The latter is described (for one spatiai dimension) by ds2 = -dt2
ch2.

+

By inspecting these constraints, we are able to classi& the residual transformations in the following manner. Any such transformation belongs to
either:

or:

where &(zI) are differentiable and invertible (but otherwise arbitrary) functions of their arguments. The latter class can be regarded as the product
of the former class and time inversion; Le., z* + & = .+. Under time
inversion, we see from Eqs.(94-96) that P(&) = p(.z*). Consequently, if we
consider the rnost general residual diffeomorphism, then p changes (according
to Eqs.(96,97)) as follows:

where we have defined:

Note that the above transformation (99) can only be well-defined when
the inequality crp > O is satisfied. Also of note, the scalar fields 4(t+, L)and
F(z+,z - ) are invariant under any diffeomorphism (Le., = 4 and F = F).
When in the conformal gauge, the field equations (85-87) take the form:
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From the last two field equations, it immediately follows that:

where Q is a constant. This result along with Eqs.(102-104) suggests that
we define an "effective potentiaIX of the following form:

It can now be shown that the remaining field equations (102-105) are
equivalent to the following system:

= o.

(113)

Eq.(llO) is a direct consequence of Eq.(102). Eq.(lll) is the difference between Eq.(103) and Eq.(104); whereas the summation of this pair and application of Eq.(105) leads t o both Eq.(112) and Eq.(113).

Of particular interest are Eqs.(112,113), as these respectively imply:

where f and g are gauge-dependent functions of their indicated arguments.
F'rom Eq. ( l l l ) , we see that neither of these functions c m be identically
vanishing, unless the effective potential is likewise. On this basis, we assume
f (z+) and g(z-) are al1 smooth, non-vanishing functions.
that VQ(#),
By respectively substituting Eqs.(114,115) into Eq.(lll), we obtain the
following relations:

where jQ(@)is a solution of:

Eqs. (116,117) can be directly integrated to yield:

are some functions of their indicated arguments. If we
where C(-) and C(+)
multiply Eq. (119) by g(z-), multiply Eq. (120) by f (r+)and use the relation
f (z+)
= g(z-)*az- (cf. Eqs.(114,115)), then the following is evident:
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where C is a constant. Hence, Eqs.(119,120) can be re-expressed as:

Let us consider the above expression of Eq.(123) along with both of
Eq.(108) and Eq.(115). These three relations form a system of (at most)
first-order differential equations; each of which is a direct consequence of the
field equations. As shown immediately below, the complete set of field equations (106-107,110-113) can a c t u d y be derived f?om this first-order system,
t hereby veri@ing t heir equivalence.
Eq. (106)and Eq.(107) are both direct consequences of Eq. (lO8),whereas
Eq.(113) is a direct result of Eq.(115). We can obtain E q . ( l l l ) by differentiating Eq.(123) with respect to z- and also using Eq.(115) to eliminate
f (z,). The derivation of Eq.(112) is somewhat more involved. The first step
in this procedure is t o differentiate Eq.(123) with respect to z- and Eq.(115)
with respect to z+. By substituting the former result into the latter (and
also using Eq.(ll5) to eliminate e - 2 ~ )we
, obtain:

z,

The next çtep iç to multiply Eq.(124) by
after which we subtract off the
result of differentiating Eq.(123) with respect t o z+. This yields the desired
expression of Eq. (112).
The remaining field equation (110) is not an independent result. Rather,
it is derivable from Eqs.(lll-113), which can be seen as follows. First, let us
consider the result of differentiating Eq. (112) with respect to z-:

E q . ( l l l ) can be used to eliminate the second-order partial of 4, while its
derivative with respect t o z+ can be used to replace the third-order partial.
These substitutions lead t o the relation:

Since VQ(#)is not identically vanishing (by assumption), it is evident from
Eq.(lll) that $$ # O, and so Eq.(llO) rnust follow.
The above conformal gauge formalism can be used to prove a generalized
form of Birkhoff's theorem [53]. As discussed in Subsection 1.2, this requires
us t o show that (up t o spacetime diffeomorphisms) the space of solutions has
the following properties. First, every solution depends on only two independent parameters; both of which are invariant under general diffeomorphisms
and Abelian gauge transformations. Second, every solution is static. This
proof now proceeds as follows.
By hypothesis, the field equations are invariant under arbitrary diffeomorphisms of spacetime. This rnust also be the case for the equivalent system
of equations (lO8,ll5,l23), and so a transformed set of fields { p , F ) must
obey the following constraints:

4;

where ç and Q are t h e suitably transformed parameters. Note that Eq.(114)
provides a further constraint:

If we restrict considerations t o residual diffeomorphisms (as described
earlier in the chapter), then p transforms according to Eq.(99). We can use
this relation, the scalar invariance of the other fields (4 and F) and t h e
chain rule of derivatives t o enfurce diffeomorphism invariance via the above
constraints. For instance, Eqs.(128,130) can tell us how the transformed
functions f and 3 relate t o their original counterparts. For this, we find t h e
following:
-l

where a(z+) and p(z-) have been defined by Eqs.(100,101). By further
enforcing diffeomorphism invariance with Eqs.(127,129) (and using Eq.(131)
in t h e former), we see that 6 = C and Q = Q.
It can be shown that the invariance of C and Q extends past this special
class of residud transformations. In fact, both parameters are invariant
under general diffeomorphims, which we can demonstrate by expressing C
and Q in their explicitly covariant forms:

where Eq.(133) reduces to Eq.(123) in conformally flat space. Clearly, both
parameters are also invariant under Abelian gauge transformations. Furthermore, it can be shown that the first-order system of field equations
(108,115,123) depends on only this pair of parameters (i-e., by speciSing
C, Q and a coordinate gauge, we can solve for the fields exactly). Al1 these
properties are significant in the proof of our generalized Birkhoff's theorem.
It is also noteworthy that C and Q respectively determine the energy and
charge of the solution (as demonstrated in later analysis).
To complete the proof, we are still required to show that every solution is static. For this purpose, let us reconsider the gauge-dependent functions f (z+) and g(z-), as well as their respective transformation relations
(131,132). It is always possible t o choose a local coordinate system such that
f(z+) = 1 and g ( L ) = 1, as long as f (z+)g(z-) > O. (The necessity of
this inequality follows fiom the restriction cq3 > 0; cf. Eq.(99).) In fact,
we obtain just such a coordinate system by defining the transformed coordinates according to a = f (z+) and ,8 = g(zJ In terms of these "special"
coordinat es, Eqs. (128,130) reduce to the following relations (with the tildes
being henceforth suppressed):

Evidently, is time independent in this specially chosen coordinate system.
It then follows fiom Eqs.(129,136) that F and p are also time independent,
and so any relevant solution is stationary. Furthermore, these special coordinates must always describe a static solution, since we have also esiablished
invaziance under time reversal (as shown earlier in the chapter).
For the other case of f (z+)&-) < O, we can repeat the aboie arguments
to obtain an analogous result. Here, it is possible to establish the existence
of a local coordinate system in which any relevant solution is spatially independent. This is effectively the same result as above, since we can always
redefine the coordinates to invert space and time. It follows that every solution must be static (Le., there always exists a local coordinate system in
which a given solution is explicitly static), thus completing the proof of Our
generalized Birkhoff's t heorem.
It is a straightforward process to solve the field equations in terms of the
explicitly static coordinate system (as defined by f (t+)= g(z-) = 1). To
begin with, Eq.(127) can now be written as:

The above equation can be directly integrated to yield q5 = d(x), and this
solution can be expressed in terms of the inverse function x = X(q5) as
follows:

This result also allows us to solve for both F = F ( x ) and p = p ( x ) . The
former by way of Eq.(129) and the latter via the following expression (which
can be derived from Eqs.(136,137)):

We have omitted the constant of integration in Eq.(138), as it has no
physical significance. Rather, this constant is associated with a symmetry
(z* -t z*f constant) that remains on even after we have fixed the coordinate
gauge (i.e., fixed n and ,û); cf. Eqs.(100,101). There is also a constant of
integration arising in the implicit definition of j Q ( g ) (118). Without loss of
generality, we always assume this constant to be absorbed into the parameter

2.1 -3 Reissner-NordstrOm Gauge and Thermodynamics:
We begin this chapter by recalling the form of the Killing vector (88):

which along wit h the Levi-Civita-defining relations (48,49) leads t o the following expression for the n o m of the Killing vector:

We can also incorporate t h e covariant form of the parameter C (133) t o
obtain:
Pl2= c - j,(4),
(142)
where h m Eqs.(109,118):

A necessary condition for admitting black hole solutions is the existence
of a t least one hypersurface on which the norm of the Killing vector vanishes
[19,491. To clari& this condition for generic dilaton gravity, let us first define:

= constant. Whenever
and then consider a spacetime curve $(t,x) =
h(do; C,Q) = O, it follows that 4 = do is an apparent black hole horizon.
We c m now establish the existence of a cLReissner-Nordstrorn-likez(RN)
form of the general solution. That is, a static gauge in which the line element
for the metric takes on t h e following form:
It can easily be verified t h a t the above form of the metric satisfies t h e field
equations (85-87), as long as h(x;C,Q) is defined in accordance with Eq. (144)
and the associated solution for the dilaton field is given by:

To complete t h e solution in RN coordinates, we reexpress Eq. (108) for
the Abelian scalar field in the following static form:
(147)

As demonstrated below, this R N form of the solution enables black hole
thermodynamics t o be calculated in a straightforward manner.
Before considering thermodynamics, we briefly discuss the global nature
of the geneïal solution. For any given model, this depends on the form of
the function h(4; Q, C ) (Le., the negative norm of the Killing vector). A
lot can be revealed from the behavior of the derivative f$ = VQ(4) a t an
apparent horizon 4 = &. If we consider a h e d value C = Co of the energy
parameter, then $IOomay vanish for certain values Q(CJ = Q, of the charge
parameter. For such critical values of Q, the function h(&Co, Q,) h a . either
a local extremum or point of inflection a t q5 = do. In both cases, a variation
in Q (away from Q,) often results in a disappearing horizon or the formation
of even more horizon surfaces. A noteworthy occurrence is the formation of a
pair of horizons out of a solitary horizon surface. In this case, $$i40;G,Qc = O
is signalling the presence of an extrema1 black hole.
For the purpose of calculating black hole thermodynamics, we now assume
that t h e theory admits black hole solutions that give rise to a pair of bifurcate
horizon^.'^ In t h e calculations t o follow, al1 quantities are expressed (without
loss of generality) in terms of the static "RN solution'' (145-147) and da
always represents the value of the dilaton at the exterior-most horizon. It is
important to note that the prior field redefinitions (54,55) do not affect any
t hermodynamic property of interest [51].
We begin here by calculating the surface gravity K , which can be directly
expressed in terms of the Killing vector [31]:

+

151f a horizon in rn 1 dimensions intersects with a spacelike (m - 1)-surface of vanishing
KiIling vector, then the horizon is said to be bifurcate [19]. Note that m = 1 implies that
the associated ?bifurcation surface" (of vanishing Killing vector) is a point in space and
charged, non-extrema1 biack holes typicaily have a pair of bifurcate horizons.

The evaluation of n also requires Eq.(90):

as well as the defining relations of the Levi-Civita symbol (48,49).
formalism leads to the result:

This

To calculate the Hawking temperature TH,we exploit its connection with
Euclidean tirne periodicity (as discussed in Subsection 1.2). We begin this
process by considering the general solution just exterior to the horizon and
t hen andytically continuing this solution into the Euclidean (i.e., imaginary
time) sector. Next, we set boundary conditions by enforcing bot h periodicity
on Euclidean time and horizon regularity on the Euclidean geometry. The
inverse Hawking temperature is then given as the period of the imaginary
time coordinate [62].
To explicitly evaluate T H ,let us first consider the Euclidean forrn of the
line element (145). This can be expressed as:

where T = Zt.l6 We also consider a coordinate transformation (T, x)
for which the line element adopts the following conical form:

+ {O, T )

where O is an angular coordinate with a period of 27r and T is a local spatial
coordinate such that r = O at the horizon.
Next, we impose periodicity on the Euclidean time coordinate r. Let
us express the associated period as 27ra, where a is a yet-to-be-determined
,
parameter of dimension length. It immediately follows that O = ~ / a and
we can obtain tbe following relations by further rnatching the above line
elements:
r 2 = a2h(4),
(1531
=%'or a rotation to the Eudidean sector: there is typicaüy an accampanying complexification of charge [57J.We comment on this further in Chapter 2.3.1.

The condition of horizon regularity requires that B ( r ) + 1 as r + 0."
This regularity constraint can be applied to fnc t h e parameter a as follows:

This in turn fixes the Hawking temperature, since it is identifiably equivalent
t o the inverse of the temporal period 27ra. Therefore:

where the right-most relation follows from Eq.(150). This result is notably
the expected relation between the surface gravity K and the Hawking temperature; d.Eq. (3).
To calculate the black hole entropy SBA, we use a method that follows
from the dynamics of the horizon solution [51]. This requires us to satisfy
t h e first law of thermodynamics for infinitesimal variations in the observables
(C and Q) while staying on the event horizon. We begin here by defining
ha
h(4 = &; C,&) and then minimizing the variation of this function.
This yields the expression:

where we have identified C = 21GM such that M represents the mass of the
black hole. l8
By way of Eqs.(144,156), the above relation can be rewritten as follows:

'?In the Euclidean sector, the regularization of the horizon geometry is equivdent to the
negation of any conical singularity. Such a singularity occurs when there is a non-vanishing
value of the mgular deficit b = 27r [l - B(O)][75, 961.
''Later in the thesis, we show that a suitably defmed energy function tends to M in
the limit of asymptotic box size. In this rnanner: M corresponds t o the ADM defhition
of black hole maas [977.

where we have defined:

On the basis of the firçt law of thermodynamics 1561, it is expected that:

where P -t PQ(da)is a generalized "electrostatic force". By comparing
Eq.(158) with Eq.(160), we are able t o make the following identification:

Later in the thesis (when specific madels are considered in Section 4), this
entropy expression is demonstrated to be in agreement with the BekensteinHawking definition (4) .19

lgFhrthermores this expression c m be shown to agree with the coordinate-invariant
method of Wald [Ml.In the special case of lfl-dimensional spacetime, Wald's mechod
simplifies so that SB* is given (up to constant factors) as the horizon value of a functional derivative: the variation of the Lagragian with respect to a variation in the scalar
curvature [98].

2.2
2.2.1

Hamiltonian Method
Canonical Constraints and Physical Observables:

In this subsection, the thermodynamic analysis is substantially furt hered by
way of a canonical Hamiltonian treatment. Here, we apply formalism and
definitions that are based on Dirac's general method [54]. Our methodology is
also significantly influenced by the seminal work of Kuchar [55](in ngorously
applying the Dirac method to a gravitational system), as well as the studies
of Kunstatter et al. [37, 50,51, 521 and Louko et al. [GO, 611.
Let us begin by establishing some of the conventions. We assume that
the ltl-dimensional manifold is locally a direct product space R x C, where
the spatial manifold C is closed between a pair of boundaries o*. (When
we later consider boundary conditions, CL represents the bifurcation point
of a black hole horizon and a+,a thermally reflective outer shell.) In any
coordinate frame, the metric can be parametrized according to [97]:

where x is a local coordinate for C and p, p and v are some functions of
spacetime coordinates {t,2).
We also include some useful results:

where dots/primes denote differentiation with respect to t l x .
42

For the duration of this Hamiltonian andysis, we continue to use the
action in its reparametrized form of Eq.(67). In terms of the above m e t k
decomposition, the action can be expressed (up to surface terms) as:

where Aa/A1 represents the temporaI/spatial component of the gauge vector.
In Dirac's prescription [54],every degree of freedom rnust have a corre
sponding canonical conjugate. For an a r b i t r a i field $(t,x), the conjugate
momentum II+is defined by the following (equal-time) functional derivat ive:

J&(t, x) = / d x

- bL(t, 2)
s7j(t,2 ) '

where the Lagrangian L is defined by I = J dt J d x L ( t ,x ) . For the constituent
fields of the action fuactional (168),the respective conjugates are as follows:

The three vanishing rnomenta are manifestations of the symmetries (diEeomorphism and Abeiian gauge invariance) in the action and represent the
'Lprimary" constraints in the theory2'
By definition, Dirac's canonical Hamiltonian is of the f o m [54]:

* O u i cornpliance with Dirac's terminology [54], a primary constraint is impiied to be
a direct consequence of the equations defining the momentum variabIes. Otherwise, a
aecondary (or tertiary, etc.) constraint is implied to be a consequence of Dirac's cocsistency
condition (which is discussed below).

Some straightforward evaluation leads to the following expression (up to
surface terrns) for H,:

~ F +Ct ~ Ç + A ~ Z ) ,

(175)

where we have defined:

It is possible to show that F,B and 3 are "weakly vanishing" in the Dirac

sense [54]. (Weakly vanishing, which we denote by = O, implies that any
comrnutator in the theory should be evaluated prior to the enforcement of this
constraint .) Consequently, these expressions represent secondary const raints
in the theory and play the role of generating canonical transformations. In
particular, .F and Ç induce spacetime diffeomorphisms, while 3 generates
changes in the Abelian gauge. These topics are discussed below in more
detail.
To properly illustrate the canonical method, it is necessary t o introduce
more formdism into the discussion. The "Poisson bracket" (Le., commutator) for any pair of equal-time functions (or functionals) A(t, x) and B(t,y)
can be written as:

(179)
where the summation is taken over al1 fields in the theory and the variations
represent equal-time functional derivatives.
The time evolution of any function (or functional) A(t, x) is given by [54]:

where the "total Hamiltonian"

HT has been defined as follows:

Note that HT contains (along with H,) a linear combination of primary
constraints in which the A's represent the associated Lagrange multipliers.
We can directly obtain the Dirac-Hamiltonian field equations by evaluating the t ime derivatives of the six fields (p, p, v,4, A*, Al) and t heir respect ive
momenta. Of particular interest are the following results:

ri, = 3,
HA, = 3.

(184)
(185)

Eq.(182) indicates that the fields p, v and A. are playing the role of Lagrange
multipliers in the theory; whereas Eqs.(183-185) demonstrate that F,G and
3 can be regarded as time derivatives of the primary constraints.
Dirac's "consistency condition" [54] requires the following. If a constraint
is satisfied for an initial field configuration, then it must also be satisfied for
any later configuration (wit h the time evolution being described by the DiracHamilt onian field equat ions). It immediat ely follows that the time derivat ives
(183-185) of the primary constraints are required to vanish, which leads t o
the following set of secondary constraints:

Consequently, the canonical Hamiltonian (175) vanishes (up to surface terms)
on the constraint surface.
As a further consequence of the Dirac consistency condition, we require
weakly vanishing time derivatives for the secondary constraints. The enforcement of these conditions may lead to tertiary constraints and so on. By way
of Eqs. (l79,180), the time derivatives in question can be expressed as follows:

L

(is1)

where the redundant t dependence has now been suppressed.
To evaluate the above expressions, we require the following
- functional
derivatives, which can be obtained by way of Ëqs.(176-178):

2
- (4
- - 2- d [$'(r)
6(z - i ) ]- -eZp(")v(~(z))~(x
- r)
6P(4
dz
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The above relations aloog with Eq.(179) allow us t o evaluate the relevant
Poisson brackets. It can be shown (after some simplification) that:

{JW,3 ( y ) ) = { 3 W ,B(Y)) = { J ( x ) , Z(Y)}= 0-

(20 7)

After substituting these brackets into Eqs.(189-191) (and also integrating),
we obtain the following expressions for the time derivatives of the secondary
constraints:

Clearly, each of these time derivatives vanishes (at least) weakly as a linear combination of secondary constraints. Consequently, there are no further
constraints appearing in the Dirac algorithm, and we have a final total of six
(three primary and three secondary) independent constraints. It is a straightforward process to show that any given pair of these constraints cornmutes;
that is, the respective Poisson bracket is a t least weakly vanishing. In other
words, al1 six of these conditions can be categorized in Dirac's terminology

as c%rst-classy'constraints [54]. Significantly, each first-class constraint r e
moves (in effect) two canonical degrees of fieedorn from the theory. Since
there is a total of twelve parameters in this canonical phase space (the six
fields describing the action and t heir respective momentum conjugates) , t his
leaves zero field-t heoret ic degrees of freedom.
Although the theory has zero propagating modes, the system can be
altematively expressed in terms of a reduced phase space with four degrees
of freedom: the two previously identified physical observables (i.e., the m a s
and charge) and their respective conjugate momenta. To dernonstrate the
validity of this statement, we first define the following:

S
where in analogy to Eq.(143):

-

lrn~,,

The forms of newly defined M and Q are based on Eqs. (133,134); that is, the
covariant forms of the mass parameter M = C/21G and charge parameter
Q. In the above definitions, these covariant forms have been re-expressed in
terms of the '*originalKcanonical phase space.
Clearly, M and Q commute (i.e., have at least a weakly vanishing Poisson bracket) with each other, as weil as with each of the primary constraints
(173). Furthermore, M and Q both commute with al1 three of the secondary
constraints (176-178) (which can be seen by way of Eq.(179) a l m g with
Eqs. (192-203)). Consequently, both of M and Q commute with the Hamiltonian and have weakly vanishing time derivatives; cf. Eqs. (175,180,181).
It can also be demonstrated that M and Q have weakly vanishing spatial
derivatives. This is tnvially shown for Q by way of Eq.(178):

and s h o m for M through the easily verifiable relation:

where in analogy t o Eq.(159):

As a consequence of the above observations, M and Q are both constant on the constraint surface. It follows that the constant modes of these
functions must be the unconstrained physical observables M and Q describing the mass and Abelian charge of the black hole system (assuming such
a solution for the theory). Notably, M and Q can also be expressed as
coordinate-invariant scalars:

where k, and F, represent the Killing vector and field-strength tensor as
defined in Subsection 2.1.
To complete this reduced phase space, it is necessary to find the canonical
conjugates with respect to M and Q. The conjugate momenta IIM and IIQ
must be "physical in the Dirac sense" (which is explained below), as well as
sat isfy the usual commutator relations for a canonical phase space:

{Myne) = {Q, n

~ =}( n ~na)
, = 0-

(220

Some straightforward evaluation shows that Eqs. (219-220) are sat isfied
by the following functionals:

Just like M and Q, the conjugate mornenta are global variables; inasrnuch
as M and Q are both constant on C, whiie IIM and IIQ have been defined
as spatial integrals.

To determine the physical nature of these momentum functionals, we
consider their behavior under a general canonical transformation. Such a
transformation can be described as a Iinear combination of the secondary,
first-class constraints [54]. Moreover, the transformation of int erest can be
described by a fundional T of the forrn:

7- = / d X ( V + 1 1 9

+x3),

(223)

where c, q and x are arbitrary 'test f ~ n c t i o n s "of~ t~ and x. Keep in mind
that F and Ç generate diffeomorphisms, while 3 generates changes in the
Abelian gauge.
The associated variation of any function (or functional) A(t, x) is given
by bA(t, x) = { A ( t ,x), T(t)) [54]. Beginning with the fields from the original phase space, we can apply Eqs.(179,192-203) to obtain the following
variations:

(229)

Next, let us consider the variations (under 7)
of the parameters M, Q,
IIM and IIQ from the reduced phase space. We can evaluate such variations
* l ~ e s functions
t
are smooth over the entire manifold and vanish at the boundaries of
the system.

by considering the explicit forms of these parameters and also applying the
above vanational relations. This process yields the following (after some
simplification):

Evidently, the variations bM and 6 4 both vanish (at l e s t ) on the constraint surface. The on-shell invariance of both M and Q under a general
can~aicaltransformation is an anticipated result, as the constant modes of
these parameters represent true physical observables. However, the variations
6iIM and brio only vanish on the constraint surface up to a total divergence.
This implies that the momenta can only be invariant if the test functions (5, 7
and X) vanish sufficiently rapidly at the boundaries. Fortunately, the canonical theory defines a test function precisely in this manner, which means that
IIM and IIe are indeed physical in the Dirac sense. Hence, Eqs.(221,222) are
an appropriate ansatz for the momenta.
In spite of the identification of two more (apparently) physical parameters, we have not contradicted the generalized Birkhoff's theorem of Chapter
2.1.2. In regard to Birkhoff's theorem, there are no restrictions on the global
behavior of spacetime diffeomorphisms and Abelian gauge transformations
(Le., a test function is not required to vanish a t the boundaries). Both
and I I Q can be changed by non-canonical transformations, and so these are
not physical parameters in a covariant sense.

It has been shown that the mornentum conjugate to the mass observable
has a definite physical interpretation [55]. To illustrate this property, we
reconsider the conformal gauge of Chapter 2.1.2. In this gauge, p = 1 and
v = O (cf. Eqs.(91,162)), and so Eq.(170) reduces to:

We next use this result to re-express the conjugate momentum (221) in terms
of (conformal gauge) Iight-cone coordinates q = x ft:

Let us further re-express IIM in terms of the coordinate fundions f (z+) and
g(zJ (as defined by Eqs. (114-115)) :

We now see that IIM vanishes in the special coordinate frame that describes the explicitly static solution. (Recall, f (z+) = g ( t - ) = i in this static
gauge.) It follows that IIM represents a certain class of non-canonical diffeomorphisms: those for which a static coordinate gauge is transformed into a
non-static gauge. Similarly, IIQ is related to the choice of Abelian gauge a t
the system's boundaries.
2.2.2

Boundary Conditions and Surface Terms:

In the preceding chapter, we have seen that the canonical Hamiltonian (175)
vanishes on the constraint surface. Up until now, however, the Hamiltonian
surface terms have been neglected in the discussion. Such terms must be
added t o the prior integrand expression t o ensure a well-defined variational
principle a t the boundaries of the system. In its completed form, the canonical Hamiltonian can be expressed as follows:

For a gïven set of boundary conditions, the surface terms H+ (0,)and H- (a-)
are appropriately defined if the variation of He vanishes at O+ and O-.
Before any consideration of boundary conditions, it is convenient to reexpress Eq.(237) in the following form:

where:

and it is useful to recall Eq.(214):

In reformulating He, we have replaced the secondary constraint Ç with a
linear combination of constraints that corresponds to the spatial derivative of
the mass observable (215). This requires us to define a new set of Lagrange
multipliers, which can be expressed (in terms of the original set) as follows:

To proceed with explicit calculations, it is necessary to have a well-defined
set of boundary conditions. Throughout this thesis, we consider boundary
conditions that are appropriate for the Hartle-Hawking vacuum state (i-e.,
the state of a black hole in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings) [58, 591.
The conditions of this state can be effectively described by an eternal black
hole within the confines of a thermally reflective "box". In 3+l-dimensional
studies, the outer boundary of such a box has been defined as a closed, timelike hypersurface on which the radius, temperature and chemical potential
are £îxed at constant values [60, 61, 631. For the lfl-dimensional analogue

of a box, we adapt this definition by expressing the radius in terms of t h e
magnitude of the dilaton field."
To formally impose such boundary conditions, we follow the approach of
Louko and Whiting [60]. In a related study on 3+1-spherically syrnrnetric
gravi@, they restricted consideratiions to a special class of spacelike hypersurfaces: those ending on a timelike, static shell (Le., the box outer boundary) and approaching the horizon bifurcation surface along a static spatial
slice. These boundary conditions a r e naturally well suited for the study of
black hole thermodynamics, as they dlow the resulting spacetimes to be analytically continued into the Euchdean sector. (For the significance of the
Euclidean sector in thermodynamis analysis, see Subsection 1.2.)
First, we consider the conditions a t the outer boundary (Le., at the surface
of the box). As discussed above, we can effectively fuc the size of the box
(Le., the radius) by f E n g the boundary value of the dilaton field, and so:

4+ E qi(m+) = constant.

(244)

Since we are considering a static box, it follows that:

In the above prescription, we d s o fix a constant value of temperature
on the box outer boundary. T h i s in turn fixes the time-time component
of the metric along the world line of the box (as discussed beiow), and we
accordingly set:

g,C

E gtt (a+)
= constant.

(246)
The above rationale is based on t h e Euclidean formulation of black hoIe
t hermodynamics, which necessitates t hat the temperature be fùced along a
timelike outer boundary and in accordance with the condition [63]:

where B is the inverse "boundary temperature", T = it is the Euclidean time
coordinate, PB represents the periodicity of T and note that gtt = -gr on a
static surface (such as that defining the box).
22Thisconvention is based on reduced SSG for which # is proportional to the radius of
the symnietric Zsphere (as discussed in Subsection 1.1). It also foilows fkom the static
RN gauge in which # adopts the role of spatial coordinate (as discussed in Chapter 2.1 -3).

We also consider the outer-boundary condition of fixed, constant chemical
potential. It is convenient to assume (without loss of generality) an Abelian
gauge in which the spatial component Al vanishes everywhere. In this case,
we can fix the chemical potential by £king the temporal component A. [57],
which leads to the following condition:

A:

= A&+)

= constant.

(248)

The above set of constraints leads t o the outer-boundary values of the
Lagrange multipliers (241-243). These results are as follows:

&(O+) = A8

+W(0+)%(4+),

(251)
= 0) has been used to evaluate II,(a+)and the
where Eq.(170) (with
evaluation of Eq.(250) required Eq.(211) for the m a s observable. We have
also used g, = -e2p(p2 - u2) ,a Eq.(162).
Next, we consider the conditions a t t h e inner boundary (i.e., a t the horizon). As discussed ab ove, any relevant hypersurface approaches t his boundary along a static spatial slice, and so it follows that:

d+

Furthermore, t hese hypersurfaces ultimately terminate at the horizon bifurcation surface (or point in lfl-dimensional spacetime). Since the Killing
vector (140) is constrained to vanish at this surface [19],the above condition
leads to a further requirement of:

Inner-b oundary condit ions also follow from the t hermodynarnic considerations of Chapter 2.1.3. (In particular, see Eqs.(151-156) and the related

discussion.) The Euclidean line elernent? should take on t h e following nearhorizon form:

where the local spatial coordinate r has been set (without loss of generality)
t o vanish a t the horizon and the parameter a must be fixed (on the constraint surface) so that B(T = 0) = 1. Significantly, 2rra is the period of
the Euclidean time coordinate r and this quantity is fked (in the suggested
manner) to ensure the horizon regularity of the Euclidean geometry. By substituting r = it into Eq.(254) and then comparing with the general form of
the line element (162), we obtain the following conditions in t e m s of t and
T coordinates:
~ (= O4
7
(255)

The last condition required the identification and spatial differentiation of
P(T -+O) = J-stt/gnWe can identiSl a further horizon condition by first equating a pair of
expressions (211,217) for M. This allows us to solve for the norm of the

Since lkl2 and #' are both constrained to vanish at

O-,

it follours that:

Finally, we assume that the chernical potential is invariant on the horizon

[57].This fixes the Abelian vector field in the same manner as a t the outer
boundary. That is:

A;

= A&-)

= constant

(261)

- .

2 3 ~ account
o
for this unmal mùr of Euclidean and Lorentzian boundary conditions,
we note the following. The process of imposing periodicity on Euclidean time and then
analytically continuing to the Lorentzian sector is known to effectively describe the HartleHawking date [58].

and Al = O (everywhere) .
The above set of constraints l a d s to the inner boundary values of the
Lagrange multipliers (241-243). These results are as follows:

where we have defined

4-

= #(a-)

and in analogy to Eq.(lO9):

The evaluation of Eq.(263) required L'Hôpital's rule, as well as Ç x O (177)
to eliminate 4"(o-). Note that the horizon value of the dilaton is not constrained, but it is rather a dynamical variable 4- = & ( M , Q). In fact, we
can explicitly detemine 4- by setting 1 kI2 = O in Eq.(217) for M.
Having well-defined boundary conditions for the Lagrange multipliers, we
can oow use the variational principle (specifically, bHcIQ = O) to evaluate
the Hamiltonian surface terms H+(o+) and H' (O-). First note that P(a+) =
y(,)
= 0, and SC t h e Y term in H, rnakes no contribution t o the surface
variations. We can omit this term for current purposes and thus m i t e the
variation of the canonical Hamiltonian (238) as follows:

where Eqs.(239,240) have been used t o express the integrand variations in
terms of the mass and charge observables.
Next, we consider integrating Eq.(266) by parts. This gives rise t o a pair
of totally divergent terms; that is, non-vanishing surface contributions t o
bH,. In accordance with the variational principle, al1 such surface variations
rnust be cancelled off. On this basis, we have the following pair of differential
equations:

Let us first consider Eq.(267) for the outer-boundary term. By way of
Eqs.(250,251), it is a straightforward process to verify that:

It follows that b H , is an exact differential and can be directly integrated to
yield:

where:
and the integration constant has been chosen so that H, = O when M =
& = O. We show later that H+(M,Q) is directly related to the thermal
energy of the black hole. In this sense, H+ represents the lfl-dimensional
analogue of Brown and York's "quasi-local energy" [99].
Let us next consider Eq.(268) for the inner-boundary term. By substituting Eqs.(263,264) for the Lagrange multipliers, we find the following:

Since the Killing vector is constrained to vanish at the inner boundary,
the following expression for bM can be obtained from Eq.(217):

where we have ais0 used Eqs.(216,265). Eq.(273) can be used t o re-express
Eq. (272) as follows:

1
6H- = -64-

Ga

Ao
+ -6Q.
ZG

(274)

Aft er trivially integrating, we can apply the prior relation for black hole
entropy (161) (which is notably a coordinate invariant result [14,981) to
obtain:
It h a . already been shown that, up to surface terms, the canonical Hamiltonian is weakly vanishing. Consequently, the on-shell expression for Hc
reduces to just surface terms and takes on the following free energy form:

where we have identified:

1

YR = --(A$
ZG

- A;)

(278)
and expressed the mass and charge observables in terms of their constant onshell modes (Le., M + M and Q + Q). ER and 7~ represent the systern's
quasi-local energy [99] and chemical potential, respectively. The su bscript
R indicates that the quantities in question are red shifted from the "true"
t hermodynamic properties (which are defined below) .
In addition to the dynamical variables M and Q, the canonical Hamiltonian depends on four external parameters: d+, g$, 7~and a. & is the
effective box size, g$ is related t o the proper time a t the outer boundary (and
shown later to be expressible as a function of ++), and y~ is the red-shifted
chernicd potential. As for the parameter a, we recall that the quantity 27ra
measures the periodicity of Euclidean time. Furthermore, a must be suitably fixed (for an on-shell system) to ensure that the Euclidean geometry is
regular at the horizon. As discussed in Subsection 1.2, this regularity condition translates to the inverse Hawking temperature taking on the value of
the temporal periodicity; that is, pH
TE' = 27ra on the constraint surface. With this identification, the on-shell canonical Hamiltonian (276) can
be re-expressed in an even more suggestive form:

=

2.2.3

Partition Function and Saddle-Point Approximation:

The thermodynamic partition hnction is formally defined as follows [56]:

where the trace is over a11 physical States and 3t denotes an appropriate
form of the Hamiltonian operator. Also, ,B corresponds to the fixed value of
inverse temperature a t the box outer boundary, while 4, and y respectively
represent the system's size and chernical potential. The partition function
can also be expressed in t e m s of the eigenstates 1 M7Q > for the mass and
charge op erat ors:

where v ( M ,Q) is an integration measure on the space of obsenrables.
Let us now proceed by making the simplest, physically reasonable assumptions regarding both the measure and allowed values of M and QSz4
First, we restrict the mass observable M t o be positive. Second, we allow
only those values of M and Q for which a t Ieast one bifurcative horizon exists (thus ruling out extrema1 black holes and iiaked singularities). Third,
we constrain the horizon value of the dilaton to be less than its value at the
outer boundary (i.e., the box must lie outside the horizon). Last, we assume
that [60]:
v ( M ,Q) < MyQIM, Q >= V-',
(282)
where V is the volume of the dlowed space of observables (and so X = O
implies that 2 = 1).
With the above conditions, the partition function (281) now takes on the
following form:

In the discussion t o follow, al1 relevant quantities are expressed (without loss of generality) in t e m s of the RN solution (145-147), as this static
gauge proves to be a convenient choice for thermodynamic analysis. In RN
241n principle, the rneasure and spectrum of observables shouid be derivable fiom a
suitable quantization procedure [100]. Such an anaiysis is outside the scope of this thesis.

coordinates, it is useful to note that g,f = -h(4+) = -jQ(q5+) + 21GM; cf.
Eqs. (144,145).
On the basis of the p i o r expression for the canonical Haniiltonian (279),
we now proceed by invoking the following a n ~ a t z : ~ ~

where the quasi-local energy E and chernical potential y are related
red-shifted quantities ER (277) and y~ (278) as follows:

Note that R2(4) represents the conformal-parametrization factor as defined
by Eq.(63).
The basis for the above blueshift factors is Eq.(247), which describes how
the inverse boundary temperature ,8 is related t o the periodicitty of Euclidean
time (or, equivalently, the inverse black hole temperature) fiE. This redshifting relation can now be expressed as follows (and note t k a t gr, = -Sn
in t his st at ic gauge) :

Here, the red-shift factor has been appropriately described im terms of the
onginal metric (i.e., prior to the field redefinition of Chapter 2.1.1).
*=A3 shown below, this form of the Hamütonian operator can be subsitantiated by way
of a saddle-point approximation.

Given the form of the Hamiltonian (284), the black hole entropy Sse
enters the partition function (283) as the logarithm of an apparent degeneracy
of the mass and charge eigenstates. This is precisely what one anticipates
for an entropy with its origins in statistical mechanics. Furthermore, t h e
thermodynamic role played by the Abelian charge Q is directly analogous
t o that of a particle number (which follows from Q also being a conserved
quantity) .
h principle, the partition function (283) can be evaluated via numerical
methods for any specific mode1 of dilaton gravity. However, from the analytic
viewpoint of this study, it is most instructive to consider a saddle-point
approximation of the generic t heory. By applying t his approximation, we
dernonstrate below that our fomalism generates the expected results for a
classical system in thermodynamic equilibrium. Furt hermore, the result ing
thermodynamic relations can be directly applied to more specific models (as
shown in Section 4).
The saddle-point analysis begins with 2 being expressed in the following

=

where we have defined I ,ûXin accordance with Eq.(284). We have also
defined M and Q to be the values of the observables at the minimum of I
(assuming that one elcists). With this approximation, the choice of measure
has been rendered irrelevant, except in the unlikely case that v ( M ,Q) is
exponential in its arguments.
Let us now consider minimizing 1 with respect to M:

The above relation can be used to solve for the inverse boundary temperature.
For this, we substitute Eq.(285) for E (and then differentiate) and apply t h e
first law of thermodynamics at t h e horizon (160) to evaluate the partial
derivative of entropy. The following result is obtained:

By comparing with Eq. (28?), we find that the dominant contribution t o
the partition function is made from field configurations that satis& BE =

pH(=, &) (i.e., from on-shell configurations), which is precisely as anticipated.
Next, we minimize Z with respect t o Q:

and then soive for the chernicd potential:

where Eqs.(160,285) have again been applied. This expression for y can be
shown (via the pnor formalism) to agree with Eq.(286).
The saddle-point approximation (288) along with standard thermodynamic relations [56] enables us to evaluate the mean energy, mean charge
and entropy of the system. This procedure generates the expeded classical
results:

By substituting the explicit form of the quasi-local energy (285) into
Eq.(293), we are able to solve for the equilibrium value of mass:

(296)
where Eqs. (213,271) have been used to express the last term. When considering the Iimit of infinite box size (i.e., $+ -+ oo) in an asymptotically
flat spacetime, we typically find:26 jo($+)/f12(q5+) + 1, Q2(4+) -t oo and
26Fora specific example, see the discussion on reduced SSG in Subsection 4.1.

the charge term goes to zero. Hence, the mean thermal energy tends to
the mass observable at infinity, which is notably the expected relation between the quasi-local energy [99]and the ADM mass [97]of a black h ~ l e . ~ "
Note that the asympt otically vanishing corrections can be physically identified with black hole properties. Specifically, the < E >2 term represents the
gravitational binding energy and the < Q >2 term describes the electrostatic
binding energy [57].
We conclude this chapter by demonstrating that the above formalism
verifies a generalized first law of thermodynarnics. For this purpose, we first
infinitesimally Vary the mean energy (293):

and then use Eqs.(289,291,294) t o re-express this variation in a first lawanalogous form:

-ws#)+.
Here, we have also used bSsa =
"surface pressure" :

aM

(298)

+ aaQ
s, and defined a generalized
(299)

which is fonnally the rate of change in quasi-localized energy with respect t o
a change in box size.

27Thisrelation presumes an asymptotically Aat spacetime. In an anti-de Sitter spacetime
(for instance) the red-shifted value of quasi-local energy (i.e., ER) is expected to agree
with the rnass at infini@ [101].

2.3
2.3.1

Path Integral Formalism
Static Solution and the Euclidean Action:

Next, we consider a path integral approach t o the study of generic dilaton
gravity. Black hole thermodynamics can be examined in this process, as long
as the gravitational action is suitably forrnulated for analysis in the Euclidean
sector, The formal methods of this subsedion are based on the seminal work
of Gibbons and Hawking [62], as well as the subsequent treatments by York
et al. [63]. In the current discussion, we restrict the analysis to the classical
level, dthough the formalism can be readily extended to include quantum
effects (which is the focus of Section 3).
As discussed in Subsection 1.2, the partition funetion of a gravitational
system can be expressed in terms of t h e following path integral:

where IE is t h e Euclidean form of the action functional, D [$] is an appropriate integration measure and the integration is taken over al1 field configurations ($1 that are periodic in the Euclidean time coordinate. This periodicity requirement ensures t hat the Euclidean pat h int egral is convergent
[62] and imposes boundary conditions t hat effectively describe the HartleHawking vacuum state (i-e., the state of a n eternal black hole in a thermally
~~
with this
reflective box) [58,591. Significantly, t h e t e m p e r a t ~ r eassociated
thermal state takes on the inverse value of the temporal periodicity [62]. Note
for generic dilaton gravity that the field configurations can be expressed in
terms of g
,
A, and 4.
The dominant contribution to the path integral is expected to be from
field configurations that satisfy the classical field equations; Le., from on-shell
fields.2g With this in mind, let us consider the following procedure. First,
the fields are expressed in terms of fluctuations about their on-shell values.
**Inp a r t i ~ d a we
r ~ are referring to the black hole temperature as rneasured by a special
observer: one whose red-shift factor equals unity. In an asymptotically flat spacetirne (for
instance), the observer in question wodd be located a t spatial infini@.
*'In analogy
- to the Hamiltonian analysis, this statement can only be valid when M = M
and Q = Q: where M and Q are special values of the observables that correspond to the
minimum in the Euclidean action. This condition is assumed to be in effect for the
following analysis, although the overlines are never explicitly shown.

Second, these field fluctuations are used to generate a Taylor expansion of
the Euclidean action. For an expansion such as this, the following result is
known t o be valid up to first order in field fluctuations [62]:

where the subscript O denotes on-shell field configurations. It follows that
black hole thermodynamics should be directly extractable from the on-shell
Euclidean action, and we proceed on this basis. Note that Eq.(301) is essentially a saddle-point approximation. Consequently, the results of t his
subsection are expected to agree with the findings of Chapter 2.2.3.
For this path integral analysis, we choose t o work with the generic action in its original form (Le., prior to the field reparametrization of Chapter
2.1.1).30 Recalling Eq.(52) for this functional, we have (up to any implied
surface terms) :

Let us consider varying the action with respect to its constituent fields:
the metric, dilaton and Abelian vector. After applying the prior variational
identities (69,70,74), we find that the field equations can be respectively
expressed as follows:

30Themotivation for this choice is t o ensure cornpatibiiity with the quantum effective
action (which is considered in Section 3).

It is useful to solve "Maxwell's equation" (305) in the same manner as
for the reparametrized version (78).Here, we obtain (cf. Eqs. (81,134)):

where Q is the Abelian charge observable. Again, we define an appropriate
effective potential:

which leads to simplified forms of the action and remaining field equations:

As previously shown in the Hamiltonian analysis, it is convenient t a express the general solution in a Reissner-Nordstrom-like (KI)
form. So we
now proceed by reformulating the prior RN solution (143-147) in terms of
the original field definitions. With the help of Eqs.(54,55,63-66), the solution
in this explicitly static gauge can be re-expressed as follows:

where:

and M is the mass observable- This solution can also be verified via direct
substitution into the field equations (309,310). Note that the measure in this
gauge is given by J-g = e-Afx). To avoid confused notation, we always use
& t o indicate a square root of t h e metric function from Eq.(314), whereas
an explicit square-root sign implies that g is the metric determinant.
Most of the subsequent analysis takes place in the Euclidean sector, which
is defined by a Wick rotation t o imaginary time; that is, t + tE = it [65]. For
a given choice of gauge, we can identiSr the associated Euclidean metric g~,
by preserving the invariance of ds2. In the RN gauge (as discussed above),
the Euclidean form of the line elernent can be expressed as:

It follows that g~oo= -go0 = g ( x ) , g ~ l =
l gll = e-U(x)g-l(x) and g,,, =
go1 = o.
When charged gravitational systems are considered, a Wick rotation requires an accompanying complexification of charge [62].Since this procedure
is required to ensure the invariance of Aodt [57], it is necessarily described
here in terms of a rotated ('effective charge''.31 This rotation can be suitably
expressed as:

However, after completing calculations (in the Euclidean sector of a charged
system), one is always required t o continue back to real values of charge
[57, 751. With this stipulation in mind, we always present the results in
terms of real effective charge (apôrt from one clearly noted exception).
To obtain the Euclidean form of the generic action (308), it is necessary
t o re-express this functional in terms of imaginary time and the Euclidean
metric. The action should also be multiplied by a factor of -i for the sake
consistency (since Z oc J e" + J e-'E when continuing fiom Lorentzian
Euclidean spacetime). Up to surface terms, these modifications yield:
-

31Theneed to generalize with an effective charge is evident fiom the form of P B (306).
Note that we are assuming (as previously and wfthout loss of generality) an Abelian gauge
in which Al = 0.

where JgEis the square root of the Euclidean metric determinant and every
field (as well as every tensor component) should now be expressed in terms of
{ t E x).
, The subscript E on Euclidean quantities is henceforth suppressed,
as we assume the Euclidean sector (unless stated othenvise). Note that the
forms of the field equations (309,310) remain ~ n c h a n ~ e d . ~ ~
Before proceeding with the calculation of the on-shell action (which is
needed to evaluate Z), we consider several important points that are relevant to the system's boundary conditions. The fint issue concerns the
known divergence of the action as the outer boundary tends t o infinity [62].
From a thermodynamic standpoint, this divergence is inconsequential t o the
black hole entropy and temperature, since these are properties of the horizon. However, the quasi-local energy will turn out to be divergent, unless a
suitable subtradion procedure is employed. One approach in the literature
[63, 75, 99, 101, 1021 is to subtract (fiom the calculated energy) the contribution of a carefully selected background. In upcoming analysis, we invoke
this technique by adopting a common convention: choosing the background
to represent the asymptotic black hole geometry. We further clarify this
procedure after obt aining an explicit formulation of the energy.
Further in the discussion of boundary conditions, we consider the yet-tobe-included action surface terms. These must be added to the above integrd
expression to ensure a well-defined variational principle at the boundaries of
the system; that is, at the exterior-most horizon and the outer surface of
the box. For variations within the gravitational sector (Le., with respect to
infinitesimal variations in the metric and dilaton), the evaluation of the associated surface terms is delayed until we have obtained an explicitly static form
of the action. Conversely, we do not delay such an evaluation for variations
within the charge sector; rather, the Abelian surface terms are considered
immediately below. The motivation being: by pre-solving Maxwell's equation (305), we have formulated the subsequent variational problem only for
the gravitational sector.
Let us begin here by considering the action of Eq.(302) ( i e prior to
solving Maxwell's Equation). We focus our attention on the chargesector
portion and denote this "Abelian action'' as I,+ After rotating to the Eu3 2 ~ hform
e
of the effective potential VQ is dao the same as before, but only after the
requisite continuation back to real effective charge. This can be attributed to sign 'fiips"
that occur in Eqs.(82-84) when these are reformulated for the Euciidean sector.

clidean sector, assuming a static solution and imposing the gauge condition
Al = O, we obtain the following functional:

where Pa is the Euclidean time periodicity and the integration limits represent the system's spatial boundaries. Note that (in the above) we have n o t
yet continued back to r e d effective charge. This convention remains in effect
for the current discussion (until stated otherwise) and applies nowhere else
in the thesis.
By varying IA with respect to Ao, we obtain an expression that is pr*
portional to Maxwell's equation up to a total divergence. Since the Maxwell
field equation vanishes on the constraint surface, we are le& (in this case)
with a surface variation of the form:

We next incorporate the form of the Abelian field strength (306) (but only
after it hm been suitably modified for the Euclidean sector and Al = O), and
this leads to the following simplification:

To compensate for this surface variation, it is necessary to add (to the
action) a surface term IQ such that bIQ = -61A. After continuing back to
real effective charge (i.e., Q -+iQ and A. + iAo;cf. Eq.(317)), we find that
IQ can be suitabty expressed as:

where:
has been identified as the red-shifted chernical potential of Eq. (278).

2.3.2

On-Shell Action and Resulting Thermodynamics:

In the following evaluation of the on-shell Euclidean action, it proves convenient to incorporate the RN form of the solution (311-315). So we begin here
by recalling the Euclidean form of this static line element (316):
It is useful to note that gff = g-'(x), glx = e2"(2)g(x), fl =
Jg = e-'(") and by way of Eqs.(42-44):

gtx

= 0,

The Euclidean manifold is closed in accordance with O 5 t 5 ,& (where
,BE is the temporal periodicity) and x0 5 x 5 L. The lower spatial limit xo
corresponds to the outermost horizon and must satisS. g(xo) = O, whereas
the upper spatial limit L represents a timelike shell that encloses the system
(Le., the surface of the box).
Since we are assuming an on-shell system, the temporal periodicity pH
also represents the inverse Hawking temperature (as discussed in Subsection
1.2). Furthermore, this on-shell value of periodicity must be suitably fixed
t o ensure the horizon regularity of the Euclidean geometry. The enforcement
of this boundary condition enables us to solve explicitly for ,Ba in terms of
the RN formalism. By repeating the procedure of the analogous calculation
for the reparametrized fields (see Eqs.(151-156)), we obtain:
47F.e-X(~~>
4nleXzo)
BR =
(326)
s'(xo
VQ(XO)'
where the right-most expression follows fiom Eq. (315).
The above formalism allows us to rewrite the Euclidean action (318) (up
to surface terms) as follows:

(327)
This is a convenient point to consider the gravitational-sector surface
terms. As previously noted, these are required to compensate for variations
in the metric and dilaton at the boundaries of the system. We begin here by
varying the action (327) with respect t o $(x),g(x) and X(X) .33 This leads to
33Forvariational purposes, VQ(x)and D ( x ) are stiu considered t o be functions of $(x).

a set of field equations; each of which vanishes on the constraint surface up
t o a total divergence. Hence, the on-shell forms of these equations ultimately
reduce t o surface expressions, and we find these to be as follows:

Let us first consider Eq. (328); i-e., that arising due to variations in the
dilaton. The horizon term vanishes by virtue of g ( x o ) = O and the outerboundary term can be made to vanish. To accomplish the latter, we impose
the effective box size $(L)t o b e a fixed, invariant quantity [75] from which
it follows that bd(L) = O. The same basic arguments apply t o the second
square bracket in Eq.(329), although the situation is now more subtle. Here,
we require the time-tirne component of the metric to be fked at the outer
boundary. This can be physically justified on the basis of the box geometry
(as discussed in Chapter 2.2.2), and so we also impose bg(L) = O. As for the
related horizon term, it does not vanish directly. However, this contribution
which does indeed vanish
effectively arises from the variation of
in accordance with g (xo)= O.
The remaining surface contributions are Eq.(330) and the first square
bracket in Eq.(329). These terms neither vanish nor can they b e argued
away on physical grounds. To cancel off these variations, it is necessary to
add (to the action fundional) a yet-to-be-determined surface contribution
IB. If we express IB in the simplest form that negates the non-vanishing
variations, then the following is Obt ained:

UnfortunateIy, it is unacceptable to leave the surface contribution in the
above form, which can be seen as follows. By varying IB with respect to the
dilaton (via D = D(q5)),we obtain a non-vanishing surface variation. This in
turn makes a non-vanishing contribution to Eq. (328) and consequently jeopardizes the variational procedure. This is not an issue a t the outer boundary,

since we have imposed 4(L)to be an invariant quantity. However, we have no
such luxury at the inner boundary where d ( x o ) is determined by the horizon
geomet ry.
To resolve this problem, we first make a useful observation: the horizon
term in Eq.(331) is adually just F D ( x o ) (where we have used Eq.(326)
for Ba). On this note, let us presume (for the current discussion) that the
Euclidean time periodicity Ba has not been fked at its on-shell value (326).
With this in mind, we now consider the following revised form of IB:

Clearly, the variational behavior of IB with respect to g' and X remains
unchanged from before, and so this form is still appropriate for negating the
non-vanishing variations. Let us now consider the effect of varying IB with
respect to 4 at the horizon. Since this dilaton variation is required to vanish
for arbitrary D(q5), it follows that the quantity in the square brackets must
be constrained to identically vanish. That is, the variational principle just
enforces the usual horizon regiilarity condition of Eq. (326).34
After imposing horizon reg~larity,~'we find that the proposed surface
contribution reduces to:

This is the final version of the surface term that compensates for boundary
variations in the metric and dilaton. Note that IB can be regarded as the
ltl-dimensional analogue of Gibbons and Hawking7s "extrinsic curvature
t erm" [621.
Let us now return our attention to the Euclidean action (327). Integrating
the le&-most term by parts and also incorporating the surface contribution
34Notethat the square-bracket quantity in Eq(332) represents the angular deficit, which
(if non-vanishing) describes the conicai singularity at the horizon [75, 961.
35Technically, horizon regulariw should not be imposed until after the com~letionof
thermodynamic calculations [103]. In fact, for an off-sheIl analysis, the fkst term in the
square bracket of Eq.(332) gives rise to the entropy, whereas the second term is dtimately
canceled off. However, the on-sheil approach of this thesis (which we maintain for simplicity) is found to yield equivdent results.

G, we obtain the following revised form:

where Eq.(326) has been used t o simplify the surviving surface term.
It is possible to show that, except for surface terms, the Euclidean action
vanishes on the constraint surface. We can verify this by applying Eq.(309);
Le., the field equation associated with variations in the metric. Let us first
. ~ ~re-expressing
define Gd to be the left-hand side of this field e q ~ a t i o n By
this tensor in terms of the static metric (324),we obtain:
G*

+

= - 2 6 ~ 6D"
~ (x) + 2l?& Dr(x) g,p [ 2 e * ( ~ () e * ( ~(x)
) ~~ ' )() 'r

Of particular interest is the time-tirne component of the above tensor
expression. In this case:

where we have applied rZ,= --e21 2X gg' via Eq.(41).
The above form of Gtt can be used to substitute for the right-most pair
of integrand terms in the action (334), and this leads to (after some simplificat ion) :

where G: = gt'GPt = g-'(x)Gtt. The tensor component G: vanishes on the
constraint surface via the definition of Gap and the other integrand terrn is
36G,B (as defined here) is essentially the Einstein tensor of Eq.(ll): a s it Mers by only
a constant factor.

a total divergence. By using these obsenrations, g(xa) = O and D ( x ) =
(311), we find the following expression for the on-shell action:

7

where the charge-sector surface terni of Eq.(322) has d s o been included.
The on-shell form of the Euclidean action can be used to extract thermodynamic results. This follows by way of the saddle-point approximation
(3Ol), which can now be expressed as ln(2) = -los.Before proceeding with
the thermodynarnic analysis, we need an explicit formulation of P; that is,
the fked value of inverse temperature a t the outer boundary of the system.
RecalIing Eq.(247), we see that ,û is red shifted from the Euclidean time
periodicity in accordance with:

Let us now rewrite the on-shell action (338) in terms of the inverse boundaxy temperature:

where the chernical potential y has been identified as the blue-shifted form
of y~ (323). That is, 7 =
The on-shell action is now suitably formulated for a direct calculation of
black hole thermodynarnics. By applying standard thermodynamic relations
[56] to In(2) x -Iosywe obtain:

where the quantity Edi, has been identified a . the "divergent energy:' - As
previously discussed, we can re-express this energy in a finite form by subtracting off the contribution from the asymptotic geometry. On this basis,
we now define the quasi-local energy E in the following manner:

has been deîmed as the leading-order term or terms (with rewhere g&)
spect t o powers of L) in g(L).
It is a straightforward process to show that the above expressions for
entropy, energy and chemical potential agree wit h t heir counterparts from
the Hamiltonian analysis of Chapter 2.2.3." It follows that any other thermodynamic result of the prior analysis (such as the generalized first law)
applies here as well. A useful result is Eq.(292), which conveniently relates
the chemical potential to the functional jQ(#). By re-expressing this relation
in terms of the present formalism, we obtain the result:

where from Eqs.(307,315):

37Note that the above energy-subtraction procedure is equivalent in effect to the choice
of integration constant in Eq.(270) of the Hamiltonian analysis.

Quantum Corrected Analysis

3
3.1
3.1.1

Quantum Effective Action
Trace Conformal Anomaly and Non-Local Action:

In this section, we extend the study of generic dilaton gravity by considering
t h e one-loop quantum corrections t o the prior classical formalism. O u r approach is based on the Euclidean action fonnalism of Subsection 2.3, which
can b e readily modified for the inclusion of quantum back-reaction effects.
To induce such effects, it is necessaxy t o incorporate matter fields into the
gravitational system. In this study, we assume that the matter is described
by an integral number N of quantized scalar fields fi. We further assume
that t h e matter fields are conformally coupled t o the metric, non-minimally
coupled t o the dilaton and not coupled with t h e Abelian gauge sector. Note
that t h e Lorentzian sector is implied for the initial part of this analysis.
We begin here by considering t h e "total" (up to one-loop) action functional. As discussed in Subsection 1.2, this functional can be expressed as:

where I is the classically defined action of Eq.(302) and I' is the matter
action of Eq.(32) (in which C(4) describes the dilaton-matter coupling). The
set
Â} represents the quantum-corrected field configurations; t hat is,
t h e on-shell values of these fields correspond t o the minimum of the total
action. As indicated in the above expression, consistency in the one-loop
perturbative expansion requires r t o be expressed in terms of the classical
fields { g , 4, A). Note that the field equation for the Abelian charge sector is
formally identical to its classical analogue, since there is no matter coupling
with this sector. Hence, the Abelian gauge field can be directly expressed in
terms of a constant parameter Q.
As further discussed in Subsection 1.2, we can "integrate out" the matter fields and then take the vacuum limit fi + O. This process along with
one of renormalization leads to the quantum back reaction being effectively
described by a functional of only t h e dilaton and metric that is, the quantum effective action W [g, $1 161. For t h e special case of conformally coupled
matter fields, the effective action can be evaluated by way of the following

{a,4,

relation [69]:

where w represents an arbitrary conformal transformation of the metric (Le.,
g, -+w2g,,) and < T
, > is the quantum stress tensor of Eq.(lJ). Although
the trace of the stress tensor vanishes for classical matter fields that are
conformally coupled, i t typically acquires a non-zero expectation value when
such matter fields are quantized. Hence, < TF > is referred to as the 9race
(conformai) anomaly7' [?O].
For mtl-dimensional spacetime (with m assumed to be odd), it has been
shown that the trace anomaly consists strictly of covariant terms; each of
1 spacetime derivatives [104]. On the basis of
which contains exactly m
such geometrical arguments, the lfl-dimensional trace anomaly must be of
the following form [72, 731:

+

where a0 is a constant and the forms of b ( 4 ) and c ( d ) depend on the dilatonmatter coupling (Le., these parameters cannot be determined, unless the
mode1 under study is ~ ~ e c i f i e dWe
~ ~ )can
. fix a0 and set restrictions on the
functional pair by considering the condition of minimal dilaton-matter coupling. In this case, the trace anomaIy must reduce to its rninimally coupled
form of
[27]. Hence, minimal coupling requires b = O, c = constant and
d s o fixes a0 =
for general coupling.
Given this form of the anomalous trace, it can be shown that Eq.(348)
is satisfied if we express W (up to surface terms and conformally invariant
terms, which do not contribute to the trace anornaly) as follows:

ER

Here, the non-local operator has been defined according to O(XP)&(ZP)
=
6(xP - ZP), where 6 represents a generalized Dirac delta function [25].
Ta demonstrate the validity of Eq.(350) for
it is convenient to express the metric in its conformal gauge form (91). In this gauge, ds2 =
38For OUI generic study: however, b ( 4 ) and c(q5) are always assumed to be smooth;
non-singular functions. This condition applies to their relevant derivatives as well.

+

e2P [-dt2
dx2] (where p is some function of spacetime coordinates),
- 2 0 p and Eq.(350) takes on the following form:

R=

Note that the product of f i and any raised operator (e.g., 0 ) is independent of p, and so al1 p dependence is explicitly shown.
Next, let us consider a n arbitrary conforma1 transformation g,, + wZg,,.
This can be dternatively expressed as g,, -t e2'g,,,
which leads to the
following identity for the conformal frarne:

6W

(352)

€+O

By applying this relation t o Eq.(351) and also integrating by parts: we obtain:

which is the desired result of Eq. (348).
The functiooal of Eq. (350) is not necessaxily the complete form (up to
surface terms) of the quantum effective action. There could still be a conformally invariant part Wcr,since such a contribution would be inconsequential
to Eq.(348). As it turns out, it is impossible to calculate WcI in a closed
forrn [105]. However, this functional can be approxïrnated by (for instance) a
Schwinger-DeWitt type of expansion [106] with respect t o powers of derivatives. The leading-order term of such an expansion, which can be readily identified via a (generalized) L'zeta-function" renormalization procedure
[107], is found t o be [72,1051:

where the higher order terms can be suppressed by taking xo >> Planck's
length [108],~~
and where p is a scale factor arising from the renormalization
39We again point out (see the end of Subsection 1.2): a recent calculation of non-local
terms in this expansion that appear to be of the relevant order for inclusion in our formalism [93]. Note that the expansion technique that has accounted for the new terms is
based on "covariant perturbation theory" [log], rather than the typicdy used methods of
Schwinger and DeWitt [106].

procedure and having no obvious physical significance [6]. We treat p as a n
arbitrary parameter in the generic formalism, although it is shown later that
p can be fixed via physical arguments.
The substitution of t h e trace anomaly (349) into the above expression
for Wm leads t o three terrns; two of which (the a0 and c(4) contributions)
are totally divergent. These two terms can be neglected, since they have no
effect on t h e equations of motion.
The relevant part of W& (Le., the a(@) contribution) can be combined
with Eq.(350) t o yield the complete form (up t o surface terms) of the quantum effective action:

where we have defined a constant, '@erturbativeXparameter:

and appropriately rescaled the "coupling" parameters b(4) and c(#). Of note
is t h e case of minimal dilaton-matter coupling (Le., b = O and c = constant)
in which W reduces to the well-known "Polyakov effective action" [27] (except
for an irrelevant total divergence).
Odintsov et al. [68, 731 have demonstrated that the parameters b ( 4 )
and c ( 4 ) can be explicitly evaluated once the form of the dilaton-matter
coupling has been specified. By re-expressing their formalism in terms of
t h e "original" coupling function C(q5) (as defined by Eq.(32)),we obtain the
following relations for the rescaled coupling parameters:

We note that changing C(q5) by a constant factor does not affect b(q5) and c(q5).
For the latter, this is because such a change gives rise to an effective action
term of the form f i R x constant, which is significantly a total divergence.
For dilaton gravity models that are based on a process of dimensional
reduction, one can determine C(4) (and thus determine b(4) and c(#)) by
presuming minimal coupling in the higher-dimensional model. In this case,

t h e reduction process will explicitly fix the dilaton dependence in t h e reduced
matter action. This approach has often been used in studies on spherically
symmetnc gravity40 [72, 73, 90, 108, 110, 111, 1121.

3.1.2

Auxiliary Fields and Localized Effective Action:

Further analysis requires t h e derivation of the one-loop field equations, and
this in turn necessit ates a suitable local form4' of the quantum effective action
(355). Here, we adapt Hayward's approach [74] of using an auxiliary scalar
field t o mimic the non-local Polyakov effective action. Our general coupling
mode1 requires two such auxiliary fields, as we need t o compensate for a pair
of non-local terms in W.
Let us begin by considering a fundional Wr,, of the following form:

x) and x = x(t,x) are newly introduced scalar fields. The
where $ = @(t,
variation of this functional with respect to x and .S, yieIds the following pair
of field equations:
1
d) =
(360)

By substituting these relations back into Eq.(359), we acquire a functional
that is precisely the non-local action of Eq.(355). Hence, the localized functional Wl, can be used t o effectively mimic the quantum effective action W,
and this is our approach for t h e subsequent analysis. Note for the special
case of minimal (dilaton-matter) coupling that $ and x are defined by identical field equations (since b = O), and so only one auxiliary field needs t o be
introduccd.
-

*There has b e n si@cant disagreement (in the referenced literature) with regard to
the numerical factor for c(#)- This controversy can be attributed to the ambiguous term
in W being a total divergence [73].
*'One can also obtain field equations by functionaily differentiating a non-localized
action [25]. However, such an approach can lead to ambiguities (with regard to variational
techniques) at the boundaries of the system.

Let us now return the analysis to the Euclidean sector, which remains in
effect for the duration of Section 3. We can obtain the total (up to one-loop)
action for this sector by combining the Euclidean form of Eq.(359) with the
classically defined action of Eq. (318). This results in the following functional
(up to surface terms):

Note that the classically defined action and quantum effective action have
been expressed in terms of the quantum-corrected geometry (j,& Q) and
classical geometry ( g , 41, respectively. This is consistent wit h the o n d o o p
pert urbative expansion,
In the above total action, the fields $ and x are considered to be irnplicit
functions of the classical geometry. If we are to proceed with evaluating (and
eventually solving) the one-loop field equations, then it is necessary to explicitly farmulate these auxiliaq fields, and such a formulation is considered
immediately below. Keep in mind that (for our analysis) it is most convenient
to express these or any fields in terms of the static RN gauge (311-315).
Let us first consider the a u x i l i q field $. Before solving the associated
field equation (360), we must specie boundary conditions that reflect the
Hartle-Hawking vacuum state (as this is the assumed state throughout the
thesis). A related study by Frolov et al. [75] has shown that such conditions
can be imposed by way of a special coordinate map: the classical Euclidean
geometry (in a static gauge) conformally mapped t o the geometry of a "disc".
Significantly, the disc geometry is the Rindler coordinate description of the
Hartle-Hawking state for a flat spacetime [6]. The map in question can be
suitably described in the following manner:

where disc coordinates are taken to range between O 5 0 5 27r and O 5
z 5 L,. To justifjr the above form, let us consider the conformally flat metA straightforward calculation of the associated curvature
ric e-*(z)(g,)dj,,.
yields R = O@, which is notably in agreement with Eq.(360).

To continue on with the rnapping process, we equate the above line element with that of Eq.(324):

<

and recall that O 5 t ,Ba and x(1 5 x 5 L. An inspection of this conformal
and the following relations:
map leads t o 0 =

Et

-+ 0dx.

dr = e - X ~e)@(2)/29

(366)
By dividing Eq.(366) with Eq.(365) and then integrating to the outer
boundary, we find an expression for z as an explicit function of x:

Eq.(365) can be used to re-express the left-hand side of the preceding result
as follows (and note that z = r ( x ) implies 11 = $(x)):

We can evaluate $(L) by equating measurements of proper time at the
outer boundary. That is:

After integrating and solving for $(L), we obtain:

and so Eq.(368) can be re-w-rïtten as follows:

This is t h e desired formulation of in terms of the classical geometry. Although this expression contains a n arbitrary parameter L,, we show later
that the "disc size" is of no significance in the field equations (except for a
rescaling of the renormalizat ion paramet er p ) .
We point out a similar study that has focused on reduced spherically
symmetric gravity [go, 111]. In this work, BuriC: et al. defined an analogous
pair of auxiliary scalar fields, but they used a different method of enforcing
HartleHawking conditions. We can effectively reproduce their form of @ by
imposing the following constraint :

where:

The enforcement of this constraint l a d s directly to:

In this formulation, it is significant that $(x) depends on neither the box
size L nor the disc size L,.
The above constraint equation (372) tums out to be a natural choice of
boundary condition, since it fixes the (otherwise arbitrary) parameters p and
L, such that al1 L dependence is eliminated from the field equations. The
removal of Edependent terms is desirable, as these often diverge in the limit
of infinite box size; that is, such terms may give rise to potential infinities
in the quantum-corrected geometry. Since there are na physical grounds for
imposing Eq.(372) a priori, we leave Y as an arbitrary parameter in the
general formalism. However, the implications of this boundary condition (on
a pair of specific models) are thoroughly discussed in Section 4.
Next, let us consider the aiilàliary field X. We begin here by rewriting
the associated field equation (361) in terms of the RN gauge. Eqs.(324,325)
can be applied in a straightforward manner to give:

By integrating twice (second time to the outer boundary), we obtain the
result :

where x(L)and C, are constants of integration and Eq.(370) has been used
to substitute for lng(L).
~ ( x appears
)
only as a derivative in the field equations (as shown in the
next chapter), and so we can set x(L) = $(L) without loss of generality.
Meanwhile, C, can be constrained with the ansatz that ~ ( xreduces
)
to $(x)
in the case of minimal coupling (Le., when b = O). With the enforcement of
)
on the following form:
these conditions, ~ ( xtakes

Up to this point in the analysis, the lower integration limit of x = xo (although it is an intuitive choice) has not yet been rigorously determined. Xowever, we can indeed fix this limit at the indicated value by imposing certain
conditions of stress tensor regularity on the horizon. The required conditions
are actually a generalization of constraints that were first identified by Christensen and Fulling (CF) [71]in the context of spherically symrnetric gravity.
We present the details of this argument by way of the following discussion.
The Hartle-Hawking vacuum state [58, 591 requires covariant, physical
quantities to be finite on the horizon, as long as the tensor cornponents are
expressed in ternis of "Kruskal-like" [66] coordinates (i.e., coordinates that
are regular at the horizon42). The b a i s for the CF regularity conditions was
the imposition of this finiteness condition on the quantum stress tensor.
To construct a generic dilaton analogue of the CF formalism, we must
first define a suitable set of nul1 coordinates {U,V). The line element for this
42This coordinate regulanty should not be confused with the "horizon regulariw of
the Euclidean geometry" as discussed elsewhere in the thesis. Even if we consider a nonsingdar region of spacetirne, any given choice of coordinate gauge rnay still fail to properly
cover this region [31].

coordinate system should take on the following Schwarzchild-like nuIl form:

This form can be obtained from the RN line element (324) by way of the
following coordinate transformation:

V =it+

dx-

z.

(380)

We can obtain a Kruskal-like coordinate system by further transforming
to an appropriate set of coordinates. These are found t o be as follows:

where the function G(x) has been defined by the relation:

--

In terms of {U,
V), the line element (378) takes on the following form:

--

We can verify that {U, V) describes a Kruskal-like coordinate system,
provided that considerations are limited to non-extrema1 bIack holes. This
requires us to establish that the metric in Eq.(384) is a "well-behaved" quantity (Le., non-vanishing and non-singular) at and near the horizon. First, we
point out that G(x) is a well-behaved function in the region of interest, since
the current discussion excludes degenerate horizons. Next, let us consider
the following truncated expansion (which is valid up t o first order in x - xo ) :

This approximation along with Eqs.(379,380) Leads to the following relation
(which is valid for suitably small x - t a ) :

V-UX-

G(x0)

ln(?).

By substituting Eqs. (383,386) into Eq. (384), we obtain the following
"near-horizon7' form of the relevant Iine elament (which is also valid at the
horizon):

This result establishes -that the rnetric in question is suitably well behaved,
and so it follows that {U, V) describes a Kruskal-like coordinate
system.
To formally complete the C F analogy, we must show that UV a x - xo
is valid for small enough x - 2.0 [?Il. By way of Eqs. (381,382,386), this is
indeed verifiable:
Christensen and FuIling have related the horizon behavior of the stress
coordinate systems; these being directly analtensor between a pair of nul1
-ogous to our Kruskal-like {U,V) and Schwarzchild-like {U, V) systems. C F
found t hat imposing stress tensor regulariiy in the former leads t o a related
set of constraints in the latter [71].In direct analogy, the CF-like conditions
for generic dilaton gravity can be expressed as follows:

M t hough we have restricted considerat ions to non-extrema1 geometries, it
has been argued that the same conditions are directly applicable to extremal
black holes [89]; in spite of the difficulties in formulating an extremal analogue
to Kruskal coordinates [113].
The calculation of the stress tensor components in terms of (U,
V) is
considered in Chapter 3.3.2. From these re.dts, it is evident that the first
two regularity conditions are satisfied in general, but this is not the case
for the most stringent condition (391). However, a rigorous inspection of
the < TuU> calculation leads to the identification of a necessary (but not

sufEcient) ~ o n s t r a i n tfor
~ ~generically satisfying Eq(391). In terms of the
auxiliary fields, this constraint can be expressed as:
g ( ~[Xf(x)
)
- Qf(x)] must

vanish at x = xo.

(392)

Recalling Eqs. (371,377) and then differentiating with respect to x, we
have:

Evidently, the above constraint (392) can not be generically satisfied, unless
the lower integration limit (in X) is set a t the indicated horizon value of xo.
Hence, the CF-like regularity conditions can be used to uniquely specify this
integration limit.

43When testing with specific models, me have always found this constraint to be both
necessary and sufficient: provided that considerations are iimited to non-extrema1 black
holes.

3.2

Corrections to Geometry

3.2.1

Field Equations and Metric Ansatz:

In this subsection, we begin by considering the one-loop field equations; Le.,
those obtained by varying t h e total action functional (362). Without loss
of generality, these field equations can be expressed in terms of the static
RN gauge; which is described by Eqs.(311-315) for the classical solution and
Eqs. (3?1,377) for the auxiliary scalar fields. The corresponding solution leads
directly to an explicit description of the one-loop back reaction. However,
t o solve the field equations, a n ansatz for the quantum-corrected metric is
ultirnately required. For this, we follow Frolov et al. [75] and adopt their
ansatz from a related study in the context of reduced SSG with minimal
coupling.
Let us consider varying t h e total action (362) with respect t o the dilaton
and metric. After applying the prior variat ional identities (69,î'O, 74), we find
that the o n e 1 0 o p ~field
~ equations can be respectively expressed as follows:

where:

and the "Einstein tensor'' Gaph a been defined (as previously) to be the lefthand side of Eq.(309). Similarly, Tu represents the quantum stress tensor,
since we have obtained it by varying the quantum effective action with respect
& ~ h differences
e
in the field geometries, integration measures and integration Limits
(between the upper and Iower Iines in Eq.(362)) are inconsequential to fkst order in K: rx A.

to the m e t i c In fact, Tap is equivalent to the definition of < T@ > in
Eq.(13).
Although x and .S, are implicit functions of the classical geometry, they
are considered to be independent fields for variational purposes. If the total
action is varied M t h respect t o these auxiliary fields, then we obtain field
equations (360,361) for which the relevant solutions have already been formulated. Note that the charge-sector field equation is formally identical to
its classical analogue (305). However, Maxwell's equation should now be
expressed in terms of the quantum-corrected geometry.
Next, we consider an ansatz for the quantum corrections. As a consequence of being in an explicitly static gauge, the dilaton 4 ( x ) effectively
describes one of the spacetime coordinates (with the Killing vedor direction
defining the other), and this suggests that we choose an ansatz for which
= #L With this choice, it irnrnediately follows that Q = Q, since the
covariant form of the charge parameter has no metric dependence. O n the
basis of these arguments, we now assume that (in the RN gauge) ail quantum
effects are manifested in the metric. This raises a pertinent question: how
many new metric parameters are needed t a adequately describe the quantum
correct ions?
As it tums out, the one-loop corrected metric can be sufficiently described
with only two new parameters. To demonstrate the validity of this statement ,
let us first consider the total nurnber of independent field equations (except
for the pre-solved equations associated with the auxiliary and Abelian gauge
fields). An initial tabulation seems t o indicate four such equations, since
we have Eq.(395) and the three independent components of the tensor field
equation (396). However, this is actually an incorrect count, as the following
YBianchi identit ies" [18]:
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impose a further pair of constraints on the fields. In fact, the enforcement of
these identities "eliminates" a pair of the field equations. More to the point,
Eq. (395) and the off-diagonal component of Eq. (396) can be shown (through
a straightforward but tedious calculation) to be identically vanishing. Hence,
we can limit considerations to just the following pair of field equations:

It follows that each loop of the expansion requires two independent parameters to describe the rnetric. Hence, only two new parameters are sufficient
for describing the one-loop geometry.
With guidance from the above arguments, as well as a related study [75],
we now propose the following metric ansatz to describe the geometrical back
reaction. The line element for the RN metric (324) will be modified as follows:

where:

3(.)

+ M)] = g(x) - 21~e-'(~)m(x)

= e-"(x) [j,
(x) - 2lG(m(z)

(403)

can be regarded as the quantum analogue of the classical metric function g(x)
(314). Here, we have introduced m(x) and w(x) as a pair of "perturbative"
functions (i.e., constrained to vanish in the classical limit). Given the above
form of the metric, m(x) clearly represents a quantum correction to the
black hole mass. The physical significance of w(x) is less clear, although its
derivat ive is directly proportional t O the thermal flux of Hawking radiation
(as shown in Chapter 3.3.2).
We can derive explicit one-loop expressions for m(x) and w ( x ) by solving
the relevant field equations (400,401)- To initiate this procedure, let us substitute Eq.(309) for Gap into the tensor field equation (396). We next incorporate the RN properties of static solution, diagonal metric and D ( x ) = x/1,
and this leads to the following covariant relation (with x dependence being
henceforth suppressed):

where the Christoffel syrnbol f 2 and box operator are associated with the
quant um-correct ed metric. As expect ed, the off-diagonal comp onent of Gap
is found to be identically vanishing.
Let us now focus on the time-time component of the above tensor expression. In this case:

Before incorporating (into this relation) t h e explicit form of the quantumcorrected metric (402,403),we first note some useful identities: ?= = eUg,
4" = e-%<î and:

With the above formalisrn, Eq.(405) can be re-expressed as follows:

The above expression can be simplified with the application of:

In deriving these relations, we have used Eq.(315) and Eqs.(311,313), respect ively.
The direct substitution of the abova identities into Eq.(407) ieads to the
following:
,%+"fim'
=
(410)
RecalIing that m, w and fi - g are al1 perturbative corrections, we can further
simpliS. this result by truncating a t the one-loop level. This yields:

or ahernat ively:
= -e-x~:,

where Ttt = g&! = g c .
Let us now consider the space-space component of the tensor field equation (404). In this case:

As shown above, the explicit form of the quantum-corrected metric can be
incorporated %y way of Eqs.(402,403,406). Here, this process Ieads to:

We can again simpliSr by applying Eqs.(408,409) and also tmncating a t the
one-loop level , which t hus yields:

By using T, = e-2Ag41Tg
and Eq.(412) for m', we finally obtain:

To sumrnarize this chapter, we have derived a pair of first-order differential equat ions (412,416)that implicitly describe the one-loop back reaction.
The formulation of an explicit description is the focus of the next chapter.
3.2.2

One-Loop Geometrical Expressions:

The next s t e p in Our oneloop analysis is to formalize the diagonal components of the stress tensor. For the sake of perturbative consistency, these
components should be expressed in terms of the classical solution.
We now proceed with this calculation by applying the formalism of the
selected RN gauge. To begin with, let us consider the properties of static
solution and diagonal metric. Accordingly, the stress tensor (397) can be
re-expressed in the following form:

where Eqs.(36~0,361)have been used to eliminate 0 ($ + x). As expected,
the off-diagonal component is identically vanishing. Meanwhile, further incorporation o f the RN formalism leads t o the following expressions for the

diagonal components:

In deriving the above, we have used Eq.(324) for the classical metric, Eq.(325)
for R and the following identity:
o c = gpUV,V,c = e2' (gc"

+ gcfX+ g'd) .

(420)

We can express these diagonal components as explicit functions of the
classical geometry by substituting Eqs.(371,393,394) for the auxïliary fields.
After some simplification, these substitutions lead to:

where Y has been defined in Eq. (373).

By substituting the above results into Eqs.(412,416) and also integrating, we obtain the following one-loop expressions for the perturbat ive metric
fundions:

We have chosen integration limits for Eq.(424) by imposing the convention
= 1. Although this is an arbitrary choice, it conveniently ensures that w
plays no role in calculations at the surface of t h e box (e-g., red- and blue-shift
factors). Meanwhile, we have specified only one integration limit in Eq. (423),
as the implied constant limit can be absorbed (without loss of generality) into
the classical mass M; cf. Eq.(403).
Next, we consider the quantum-corrected curvature R. Sorne straightforward evaluation by way of the curvat ure-defining relations (42-44) yields the

If we truncate this expression a t the one-loop level, then it reduces to:

where the classical curvat ure R is given by Eq. (325).

We also consider back-reaction effects on the horizon. The location of
the quantum-corrected horizon 20 (i.e., the shifted position of the outermoçt
horizon surface) is essential for the thermodynamic analysis t o follow. Note
that a similar analysis is not required for the outer-boundary location L.
Rather, the box size is considered to be a Gxed quantity that is specified
through initial c o n d i t i o o ~ . ~ ~
First, we recall the classical definition of the outer horizon xo. This is the
outermost value of x for which g(x) = O. So it follows that (cf. Eq.(314)):
jQ(x0) - 21GM = 0.

(427)

The quantum-corrected horizon Zo should be constrained t o satisfy an analogous relation. On the basis of Eq.(403), this constraint can be written as:
jQ(Zo) - 2lGM - 21Gm(%) = 0.

(428)
Next, let us consider Taylor expanding jQ(Îo) about the classical horizon.
If we write 20 = x0 Axa, then such an expansion can be expressed as:

+

After using Eq.(427) to substitute for jq (xo),applying Eq.(408) to re-express
the partial derivative and discaxding the irrelevant (for the one-loop analysis)
higher-order terms, we obtain:
jq (20) = 21GM

1
+ ïe-X(xO)~Q
(xo)AXO.

(430)

Finally, we substitute Eq.(430) into Eq.(428) and then solve for Axo. This
the horizon position:
yields the following expression
Ax0 =

-

(431)

where the lower line follows fiom Eq.(326) and the mass parameter m has
been appropriately expressed as a function of the classical horizon. Notably,
the o n d o o p horizon shift is directly proportional to the corresponding shift
in the mass.
45Fbrthermore, a sidlar (to the above) analysis is not viable for any inner horizon
(should one exist), since the one-loop geometry has not been strictIy defhed for x < xo.
Furthemore, back-reaction efFects at (or near) the inner horizon are expected to be nonandytic in li [114, 1151.

3.3

Corrections to Thermodynamics

3-3.1 On-Shell L6Total"
Action:
The ultimate aim of this subsection is to determine the quantum-corrected
forrns of the previously discussed thermodynamic properties. In our generic
formalism, such corrections arise by way of two distinct mechanisms: thermodynamic expressions are implicitly modified because of back-reaction effects
on the underlying geometry and explicitly modified due to forma1 changes
in the defining relations. We have accounted for the former mechanism in
the prior subsection; whereas the latter is a consequence of incorporating
quantum effects into the Euclidean action, which serves (in its on-sheli form)
as the generator of bIack hoIe thermodynamics.
To elaborate on this Iast point, we recall the saddle-point approximation of Chapter 2.3.1. This approximation effectively reduced the partition
function from a path integral (300) to a simple exponential of the on-shell
Euclidean action (301). In regard to the current analysis, this reduction of
the partition function c m now be expressed as foIlows:

where the subscript OS denotes on-shell field configurations and the Euclidean forms of the functionals are implied. With this in mind, we focus
the subsequent discussion on constructing a suitable on-shell form of the total (up to one-loop) action.46 That is, a quantum-corrected analogue t o the
classical result of Eq. (338).
We begin here by considering the quantum effective action in its local
form of Eq.(359). A rotation to the Euclidean sector results in the following
functional (up to surface terms) :

where al1 fields are functions of the classical geometry (as is appropriate for
the one-loop expansion). We now proceed by rwxpressing this functional
in terms of the usual RN gauge. By incorporating Eqs.(324,325) and also

46ASuitable on-sheli form is one that consists strictly of surface terms, since this enables
us to calculate black hole thermodynamics in a straightforward marner.

integrating over time, we obtain:

(434)
This is a convenient point to consider the surface terms associated with
the effective action. Such surface terms are needed to enforce the variational
principle bW = O at the boundaries of the system. By varying the effective
action (434) with respect to $(z), g ( x ) , A(x), +(x) and ~ ( x ) : ?we obtain
a respective set of field equations; each of which vanishes on the constraint
surface up to a total divergence. Here, we only consider the totally divergent
t m s , and these give rise to the foLlowing surface variations:

Eqs. (435-437) are formally analogous to those similarly obtained in the
classical analysis; Le., Eqs. (328-330). (To ccmplete this analogy, we must
constrain $(L) and x ( L ) to be fixed quantities. Such behavior does indeed
follow £rom Eq.(370), since g(L)is regarded as being invariant and x(L)=
$(L)has been irnposed.) Hence, these two sets of equations can be handled
precisely in the same manner, and this gives rise (in the current analysis) to
an "extrinsic cumature term'' [62] for the quantum effective action. In direct
analogy to Eq.(333), this surface contribution can be expressed as follows:

47For variational purposes, b(x) and c(x) are still considered to be hctions of d(z).
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Note that the remaining surface variations (438,439) vanish at both the
outer boundary and horizon. This occurs by way of bx(L) = 6$(L)= O and
g (xo)= 0, respectively.
Let us now return to the effective action functional (434). Integrating the
left-most portion by parts and also incorporating the surface contribution
WB,we obtain the following revised form:

where Eq.(326) (for pH) has been used to simpli@ the surviving surface terms.
Let us also recall Eq.(418) for T:. For the subsequent analysis, it is
convenient to remange this expression as follows:

In deriving this form, we have invoked Eq. (394) t o show that:

The above expression for Tt can be used to substitute for the integrand
of the effective action (&l), and this yields:

The second integrand contains only totally divergent terms, and so the effective action can be equivalently written as:

where we have applied g(xO)= O and discarded an irrelevant constant term
(which can be identified via Eq.(326)).
The above result can be cornbined with its classical analogue48 (337) to
yield the following form of the total (up t o one-loop) action:

BE

is the quantum-corrected value of the inverse Hawking temperature
where
(which is discussed below). The above pair of integrals will collectively vanish
for any on-shell field configuration; cf. the time-time field equation (400).
(Note, there can be no tree-level terms in this field equation, since it reduces
to Eq. (412). Hence, the factor ew = 1 + w + ... and the other geornetrical
discrepancies are irreievant t o first order.) Consequently, for evaluatlons on
the constraint surface, the total action reduces strictly to a surface expression.
By combining the classical surface t e ~ n s 'of~ Eq.(338) with the surface
contributions of Eq.(445), we obtain the desired on-shell expression:

B

where (for later convenience) we have expressed this result in terrns oE and
,û; Le., the quantum-corrected and classical values of the inverse bowndary
temperature. In analogy t o Eq.(339), the red shifting of can be expressed
as fol1ows:
/3 = ( 3 ( ~ ) ) +
(448)
We have also introduced a quantum-corrected chernical potential 3- This
has precisely the same form as the classical expression (345). Hawever,
the blue-shift factor and horizon should now be expressed in terms of the
quantum-corrected geometry: (31;))-5 and 4, respect ively.

B

Ba.

'*For such a combination of classical and quantum-corrected resuits, it is impEed that
the classicai expression has e s t been suitably reformulated in terrns of the quantumcorrected geometry. We can accornplish this by making the substitutions g -+ eZYg and
X -+ X - w. For &ce tenns, it is useid to r e c d the convention
= 1.

3.3.2

One-Loop Thermodynamic Expressions:

We are now able to extract black hole thennodynamics by substituting t h e
on-shell total action (447) into the partition hinetion expression (432) and
then applying the usual thermodynamic definitions [56]. This process leads
t o the following expressions for the (one-loop corrected) quasi-local energy
Ê and black hole entropy SB=:

K:
+-eAG
'"'

(dWi
[%L(L) + s&)

W(,I

]

( L ) - & ( L ) - d ( ~ ) ,)

-

IC%.

where we have used the first-order approximation K-$
Ediv and SBH
represent the classically defined quantities (343,341), but they are now considered to depend functionally on the quantum-corrected g e ~ r n e t r y .Note
~~
that explicit expressions for t h e auxiliary fields can be obtained by way of
Eqs. (371,377,393,394).
49For the one-loop andysis of a specific model: we can evaluate such functional expressions by using binomial expansions with respect to srnaii K (i.e., maü m:w and Axa). This
procedure aiiows us to separate the prior classical results from the quantum corrections.

In analogy to the classical study, we have implemented a subtraction
procedure in the formulation of t h e quasi-local energy Ê. Specifically, we
have subtracted off the energy contribution of the asyrnptotic geometry and
accordingly defined ijm(L)t o be t h e leading-order term or terrns (with respect
t o powers of L) in ij(L). Note t h a t g&(L), &JL) and & ( L ) should be
regarded as functions of g, (x = L).
A brief comment on the one-loop entropy is in order. Although SB=
is a property of the horizon, it still contains Gdependent terms because of
the contributions kom $(xo) and x ( x o ) This paradoxkal behavior can be
attributed to the non-local nature of the auxiliary fields; cf. Eqs.(360,361).
Even a t the horizon, q5 and x contain information with regard t o the entire
manifold. Physically, such entropy terms are associated with a "hot thermal
gas" that fills up the box [75].
Next, let us consider the quantum-corrected Hawking temperature. As
previously demonstrated for the classical analysis (see Eqs.(151-156) and the
related discussion), we can evaluate t h e Hawking temperature by imposing
horizon regularity on the Euclidean geometry. Once again, it is appropriate t o
consider a coordinate transformation {t, x} -+(8, T) such that 8 has a period
of Sm and T = O a t the horizon. However, the transfarmed coordinates should
now b e defined with a suitable m a p t o the quantum-corrected geometry; that
is:
e2w(x)ij(x)dt2 e-2x(x)ij-1(x)dx2 = r2d8' + B ( ~ ) d r ~ - (452)

+

Horizon regularity can be imposed through the enforcement of B(0) = 1,
as this constraint eliminates the conical singularity a t the horizon. On this
basis, we find t hat matching the coordinat es leads to the following regularity
condition:

where 27râ is identifiable as the Euclidean time periodicity. Solving for â and
also applying ij(&) = O, we obtain:
â=2

e-(w+x)

9'

l

(454)

The final step in this procedure is t o equate the Euclidean time periodicity
27râ with the inverse Hawking temperature

pH. It follows that the quantum-

corrected Hawking temperature

(f" = 8;')

can be expressed as:

where we have used Eq.(403) in obtaining the right-most relation.
The above temperature expression disregards the order of t h e perturbative expansion. Truncating at the oneloop level, we acquire:

where TH is the cIasçicd form of the Hawking temperature (Le., the inalso requires
verse of Pa in Eq(326)). A model-specific calculation of
Eqs. (431,423,424) to evaluate the horizon geornetry: Axa, m(xo) and w (xo).
We also examine a thermodynamic quantity that has no classical analogue; namely, the thermal flux of Hawking radiation. In the Hartle-Hawking
vacuum state [58,59], there is typically a non-vanishing flux a t spatial infinity
[71]. This flux consists of a pair of components that are equal in magnitude:
an incoming (absorption) component and an outgoing (emission) component.
The nature of this flux follows from the Hartle-Hawking state being one of
thermal equilibrium (i.e., a n eternal black hole in a box) .5C
Here, we generalize (for generic dilaton gravity) the spherically symmetric
formalism of Balbinot and Fabbri (BF) [91]. This requires us t o define nul1
coordinates {U, V) for which the line elernent takes on the following form:

+

where V - U is a hinction of only x, V U = 2it (with t denoting Euclidean
tirne) and g(x) is the previously defined metric function. In direct analogy t o
the BF study, we are able t o identie the incoming and outgoing flux components with the quantum stress tensor components Tw and TUU,respectively
[gl]. Keep in mind t h a t the stress tensor contains no tree-level ternis, and
so the one-loop flux depends purely on the classical geometry.
5 0 ~ hflux
e components may not be equal in magnitude for a difïerent choice of boundary
conditions. For instance, the magnitudes d l differ for the conditions of an evaporating
black hole. Such boundary conditions describe the so-called "Unruh state" [33].

Eq.(457) can be directly obtained hom the classical line element (324)
wit h the following transformations:

vEit+/dr-.

(459)
9
By using these coordinate definitions along with the generic relation for tensor transformations [18]:

we obtain:

As expected, Tuu= Tw is generically satisfied for our choice of boundary
conditions. Also of interest, Eqs.(416,461) can be used ta demonstrate a
direct proportionality between the thermal flux and the derivative of w (x)
(as previously not ed).
We next use Eas.(421,422) to substitute for TI and Tt in the above relations, and this leads to the following:

Besides the physical significance of the diagonal components, these results are important for another reason: t o test the validity of the CF-like

regularity conditions (389-391). A failure in satisSring these regularity constraints would signal a breakdown in the one-loop ansatz a t the horizon [71].
It is not difficult to ver* that two of these conditions (389,390) will always
be satisfied. Conversely, such a generic verification is not possible for the
most stringent condition (391). However, assuming a non-degenerate horizon singularity (i.e., restricting to non-extrema1 blaclr holes), we find this
last condition to be satisfied for many (if not all) specific theories. This is
demonstrated for a pair of special models in the section to follow.

4

Specific Models

4.1 Reduced Spherically Symmetric Gravity
Up until now, the formalism in this thesis has been purposely general, as we
have striven t o develop a methodology that applies to a wide class of lfldimensional gravity theories. In the current section, we bring more clariw to
these generic techniques by using a pair of specific models to illustrate the
prior calculations. In this subsection, we focus on a special dilaton model
t hat is based on the spherically symrnetric reduct ion of 3+1-Einstein-Maxwell
gravity. Note that the significance and origins of this reduced SSG mode1 (as
well as the relevant references) have been documented in Section 1.'
We begin here with the classical Einstein-Maxwell action (in four dimensions of spacetime) and then impose the spherically symmetric ansatz of
Eqs.(20,23). This results in the 1-t-1-dimensional action of Eq. (24), which we
now recall:

/ G Z, G > 0) and the dilaton is proportional to
where 1 = ~ G ( ~ ) (with
the radius of the symmetric 2-sphere) in accordance with:

T

(i-e.,

The above fundional is just the generic dilaton action of Eq.(52), provided
t bat we rnake the following identifications:

"We also make note of simiiar oneloop thermodynamic studies that have analyzed the
reduced SSG model: [75, 90: 91: 1111.

Let us now use Eqs. (307,311-315)to obtain the Reissner-Nordstrorn form
of the classical solution:
x = - =zq52
- T2
4
2z7

There is a constant of integration that must be accounted for in any
evaluation of eX(=) = Q2(q5(x)). In obtaining Eq.(472), we have k e d this
constant according to X ( r ) + X ( T ) - ln 2. This choice ensures that the
metric in question is asymptotically flat (Le., g(r + oo) = 1 ) ) which complies
with the expected nature of the SSG asymptotic geometry. Also of note, we
have chosen to express the SSG solution in terms of the radial length T, rather
than the dilaton qi or spatial coordinate x. Our arbitrary choice is based on
providing the best "physical" picture. So in using the prior formalism, we
also require:

!

) be conveniently re-expressed in the following
The metric function g ( ~can
fcirrn:

g(r) =

1

-$- T * ) ( T - ri),

(478)

where T, and ri locate the classical horizons: outer and inner, r e s p e ~ t i v e l y . ~ ~
By solving for the roots of g ( r ) , we find:

' ' ~ e ein
~ mind that the relevant manifold extends fiom the outer horizon to the surface
of the box. Hence, Iocally d e k e d quantities are neither required nor expected to be regdar
in the vicinity of the inner horizon.

We always assume that M > &k,as this ensures a non-degenerate pair of
positive, real horizons. In this manner, the andysis is restricted to solutions
that describe non-extrema1 black holes, aIthough extremal black holes are
still considered as a Iimiting case.
The treelevel inverse Hawking temperature (326) takes on the following
SSG form:

Keep in mind that Ba + oo (Le., the classical temperature goes to zero) as
the extremal limit of ri -+ r, is approached.
In the calculations to follow, we also consider the special chargeless SSG
mode1 (Le., Q = O). For this case, there is just a single classical horizon:

and the above formalism further simplifies a s follows:

For the quantum-corrected SSG analysis, we assume that the matter consists of quantized, r n a ~ s l e s sscalar
~ ~ fields that are rninimally coupled to the
dilaton in four spacetime dimensions. These conditions can be described by
a matter action of the form [6]:

where G and E are constant parameters that represent the strength of gravitational coupling. For this analysis, we set e equal to zero, as this ensures
conformally coupled matter fields in the reduced fonn of the model.
53Aconformaily invariant matter theory demands that al1 fields have a vanishing mass

FI .

To dimensionally reduce this matter action, we impose spherical symmetry with the metric ansatz of Eq.(20):

and then integrate over angular coordinates 0 and 0 (and also use l 2 =
G ( ~/G).
) This process results in a reduced action of the form:

Evidently, the dimensional reduction has induced a non-minimal dilatonmatter coupling. Moreover, a direct cornparison between t h e above functional and Eq.(32) l a d s t o t h e identification (for SSG) of C(q5) = d2/2. By
substituting this identity into Eqs. (357,358), we obtain the SSG form of the
cLcoupling parameters" :

~ ( 4=
) -6

g2 = -121n

( f ).

Where applicable, tree-level and one-Ioop results are presented for three
distinct cases: charged, uncharged (subscript unc) and the extremal Iimit
(subscript ext). The extremal limit is described by the coincidence of classical
horizons T i + T ~ . ~
Let us now consider t h e quantum-corrected SSG geornetry. To begin
with, the perturbative mass parameter can be evaluated by way of Eq.(423).
After integrat ing and sirnplifiing, we obtain the following results:

5 4 ~ o tthat
e the one-loop horizons may or may not coincide. By invoking a limit-taking
procedure, one implies that back-reaction effects rnay alter the nature of a classicaily
extrema1 black hole [85, 881.
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where:

and L, denotes the value of r at the outer boundary. It is usefuI to recall from
Eq.(373) that 'ï = pPH/2?rL,, where p and Lz are arbitrary parameters.
In the above calculations, the presence of O and O,
is problematic, as
these quantities are linearly divergent in the limit of infinite box size (i.e., as
L, + ca). O& is also a problem, since the parameter Y is possibly divergent
in the extremal limit (due to the extremal divergence of PH). Howevex, we
can eliminate the "O-terms" by imposing the previously discussed boundary
condition (372) on (otherwise arbitrary) T.In this event, the extremal limit
of m(r) is well behaved throughout the relevant manifold, including a t the
outer horizon.
The other perturbative metric function w ( r ) can be calculated by way of
Eq.(424). Defining a function w ( r ) according to the relation:

we find:

As discussed above, we can elirninate the potential infinities associated with
the O-tems by imposing the pertinent constraint equation (372) on Y.55
However, w&(T) remains problematic at the outer horizon due to a logarithmic divergence. This suggests an extrema1 breakdown in the rnetïïc ansatz
with respect to the near-horizon geometry.
The one-loop cunature can be calculated by way of Eq.(426) along with
Eq.(325) for the tree-level t e m s . These results are as follows:

55Even under the imposition of Eq.(372), we k d that the integration constant m(L,)
is divergent as L, -+ oc. However, unlike the potential infinities arising in the O-terms,
this divergence is logarithmic. Hence, in the classical or K: + O limit, w(L,) = K12w(L,)
remains a weU-behaved, vanishing quantity even as L, + oc.

+T0

( 5 -~18~:)~ hl

(f)1, (501)

In al1 cases, we find that the curvature is regular throughout the relevant
manifold (assuming that the problematic 8-terms have been negated) .
The one-loop shift in the outer horizon can b e evaluated via Eqs.(431,476).
We obtain the following for the charged case:

12G&

Ar, = Mo),
2rTO

where rn(r,) can be obtained from Eq.(490). T h e uncharged case has the
same form as above, whereas the horizon shift diverges in the extremal limit
due t o the presence of pH. However, if we assume t h a t the usual boundary
condition (372) has been imposed on Y, then t h e extremal horizon shift has
a weU-defined limit of 4m2/r0
(by virtue of an overall factor of T - T, in the
"surviving" part of m&).
Next, we evaluate the thermodynamic pzoperties of a n SSG black hole,
beginning with t h e quasi-local energy. Before proceeding, let us consider the
asymptotic behavior of the metric (475). Classically and for al1 cases:

where ,g has been defined as the leading-order term(s) in g ( L , ) . To evaluate the quantum analogue fi, (L,),the one-loop mass shift rnust also be
accounted for. After inspecting Eqs.(490-492), we find:

Let us first consider the classical formula for energy (344). Sorne straightforward evaluation yields:

12G

--

PG
(508)

and similar forms can be obtained for the uncharged and extrema1 cases.
This energy relation leads to the following expression for the classical mass:

This result can be interpreted as irnplying that the thermal energy tends to
the mass observable a t infinity, which is the expected behavior of a quasilocalized energy in an asyrnptotically Bat spacetime [99]. Furthermore, the
E2 and Q2 terms describe corrections (which vanish at infinity) for the gravitat ional binding energy and electrostat ic binding energy, respectively [57].
Let us now use Eq. (450)t O calculate the quantum-corrected energy:

where:

and m(&) can be obtained fiorn Eq.(490). Applying binomial expansions
with respect to small K: and (by consequence) small m(Lr), we are able to
separate the classical energy from the first-order corrections. This procedure
results in the following one-loop expression:

where E is just t h e classical energy (508) and {...} represents the second line
in Eq.(510). In t h e realm of large box size, m ( L , ) is of the order L, and the
explicit terms in Eq.(512) dominate the energy.
By repeating t h e above procedure for the uncharged and extremal cases,
we obtain:

Next, let us consider the chemical potential of a charged SSG black hole.
By way of Eq.(345), the classical expression is found t o be:

Note that a similar form can be obtained in the extrema1 limit (y,t=
Q / G r , ) , whereas t h e chemical potential vaiiishes for the uncharged case.
By using Eq.(479) t o eliminate M hom the right-most relation, we obtain
the simplified form:
I

Of particular interest is the limit of infinite box size. In this occurrence, n/
approaches the usual expression for the electrostatic potential a t a distance
ro from a charge Q (as long as G = 1).
The quantum-corrected chemical potential can also be obtained from
Eq. (345), provided that the outer horizon and blue-shift factor are suitably
expressed in their corrected forms. Such an evaluation yields:

Binomial expansions with respect to small m(Lr) and AT, can be used to
separate the classical contribution from the first-order corrections. This leads
t o the expression:

where y is the classical result (516) and Eqs.(490,503) can be used to evaluate
the one-loop mass and horizon shifts. A similar form can be obtained in the
extrema1 limit . However, t his extremal potential is apparently divergent,!j6
unless Eq.(372) has been imposed on Y to give AT, a finite extremal limit.
We next consider the SSG black hole entropy, beginning with the classically defined quantity (341). Al1 three cases yield the following form:

So veriSr compatibility with the Bekenstein-Hawking definition (4), it is usefuI to recall our prior convention of Z2 = G(4/G. We can now rewrite Eq. (519)
in the anticipated form:

where A = 47rr,2 is the surface area of the outer horizon. Although this result
should be regarded
pertains t o dl three cases, it is often argued that
as a vanishing quantity [84,85, 86, 871.
To evaluate the quantum-corrected entropy, we use Eq.(451), the firstorder expansion ( T ~
= T: + 2roAr0, as well as the prior expressions
for Aro and m(r0). The results of this calculation are as follows:"

+

"If T is le& unconstrained, then y,,, is divergent due t o Ar, a pH. However, this
behavior has been classified as only an "apparent divergence': because of the following
argument. We can efFectively elirninate the problematic horizon term from by further
£king the Abeiian gauge (without loss of generality) so that A. (Po) = 0.
5 7 ~have
e discarded a p-dependent, constant term in each of these r e d t s , as such terms
vanish when the (othenvise arbitrary) parameter p is set to uni@. Note that we are f?ee
to f
k p in this (or any) rnanner: as Y stiil depends on the arbitrary parameter L=.

+

and the one-loop ent ropy is linearly divergent in the extremal-limit ing case.
Perhaps, this divergence validates the hypothesis t hat an extremal black hole
has a vanishing classical entropy (as discussed near the end of Subsection 1.2).
We can eliminate some of the potential infinities in the entropy (Le.,
the terms with L, dependence) by imposing the usud boundary condition
(372) on T. Furthemore, this reduces the extremal divergence from linear
t o logarithmic. However, the enforcement of this condition only removes the
O-terms; and so these expressions continue to contain L,-dependent terms,
including ones that are "dangerously" linear in box size.
This ('explicit': L, dependence in
is due to contributions from the
auxiliary field ~ ( r , ) ,which means that we can eliminate such terms by suitably adjusting the integration constant x ( L ) (Note that x(L)is irrelevant
everywhere else in the formalism.) This was effectively the approach taken
by BuriC et al. [90,1111 in their related SSG study. In still another viewpoint [75], such entropy terms are rather associated with a hot thermal gas
t h a t fills up the box. With this argument, the potentially divergent L, terms
can be regarded as being inconsequential to a calculation of the black hole
entropy per se.
The next property under consideration is the Hawking temperature; that
is, the asymptotic temperature of a n SSG black hole. Classically, THis simply
given as the inverse of either Eq.(481) for the charged case or Eq.(484) for
t h e uncharged case. Also recall that the classical temperature vanishes in
the extrema1 limit.
The quantum-corrected Hawking temperature T* ccan be evaluated by
way of Eq.(456). First, let us consider evaluating just the quantity exg'l,,5,.
In the case of a charged SSG black hole, this quantity can be expressed as
follows:

By using binomial expansions with respect to small Ar, and also applying
Eqs.(481,503), we obtain:
747-O).

(524)

Significantly, the classical temperature Ta has now been separated îrom the
quantum corrections.
By substituting the above relation into Eq.(456) and further applying the
SSG forrnalism, we obtain the following expression for t emperature:
2Z2Gr0
r,, - ri
Eqs.(490,496,497) can be used t o substitute for m(r,) and w(ro), and this
yields (after some simplification):

By repeating the above procedure for the uncharged case, we find:

whereas the one-loop temperature is linearly divergent in the extremal limit,
since the factor of (rodominates over the zero in the classical temperature.
Although f" and PHU,, contain the problematic O-terms, we can (as
usud) remove such terms by imposing the relevant constraint equation (372).
Furthemore, the enforcement or" this boundary condition results in a welldefined extremal limit of:
6/C12
THat= -rr,3 '
a

Unfortunately, a negat ive value for t h e temperat ure is not p hysically acceptable. This awkward situation could be rectified with a suitable adjustment
of the boundary conditions. For instance, we can obtain precisely TH& = O
by adding the term -3(r0 - r i )/ T , ont0 the right-hand side of Eq. (372). Note
that such an addition would have negligible effeds on any prior result. On
the other hand, this unphysical result may be further indicative of an ansatz
breakdown in the extremal limit.
N a t 7 we examine the thermal flux of a spherically symmetric black hole.
As previously discussed, the incoming and outgoing comp onents of t his flux
are equivalent to the diagonal components of the stress tensor in a suitably
defined nul1 coordinate system [91]. In accordance with Eqs. (463-464), the
appropriate stress tensor components are found to be:

where TW = Tuuin al1 cases and Trrv h a , been included for cornpleteness.
Here, we have also used Eq.(356) for K and set N = h = 1.

As discussed elsewhere in this subsection, we can impose the boundary
condition of Eq.(372) t o remove the potentially divergent 8-terms. I r r e
spectively of the choice t o constrain T,we see that the CF-like regularity
conditions (389-391) are trivially satisfied for the non-extrema1 cases. This
occurs by virtue of an overall factor of either ( r - T , ) ~ or r - r. in each
of Eqs.(529-532). However, the most stringent constraint (391) fails in the
extremal limit because of the degenerate singularity in the extremal metric.
This is further suggestive of an ansatz breakdom in this limiting case.
Of particular physical interest is the flux at spatial infinity. In this limit,
we obtain the following finite results:

and Tw(r + oo) vanishes in al1 cases. First, let us consider the extremal
limit of the asymptotic flux (537). This vanishing result complies with the
notion that an extremal black hole is a "cold" (Le., T = 0 ) object. W e
next consider the non-vanishing asymptotic flux components (535,536). The
minus signs (in front) irnply both a negative emission (Tuu) and negative
absorption (Tm)at spatial infinity. This is a reversal in direction from the
well-known results of minimal (dilaton-matter) coupling [6, 711:

which are also obtainable from Our formalism with b(q5) = O and c ( # ) =
constant.

This reversa1 in the flux direction can perhaps be explained in terms of
a strong dilaton-matter coupling at spatial infinity. If this coupling gives
rise to an "effective potential energy" that is sufficiently negative, then the
total energy density must also be negative. However, this reversa1 rnay be a
non-physical consequence of the dimensional-reduction anomaly and/or the

neglected conformdly invariant terms in the effective action (as discussed a t
the end of Subsection 1.2).
We conclude the discussion of spherically symmetric gravity by consid~ make this
erïng the volume V of the allowed space of o b s e r ~ a b l e s . ~To
calculation, we first recall that the observables are restricted as follows (see
the discussion following Eq. (480)):

Furthermore, the box outer boundary must lie exterior to the outer horizon,
and so (cf. Eq.(479)):

For any given value of charge Q, this leads to the following upper bound on
the m a s :

The above constraint equations (540,542) define the allowed region of
observable space. By directly integrating over this region, we obtain the
volume V as follows:

58Thisvolume is necessary for an explicit evaluation of the Hamiltonian partition function (283).

4.2

Reduced BTZ Gravity

This subsection considers another special mode1 of dilaton gravity: the dimensiondly reduced form of 2+l-anti-de Sitter (AdS) gravity; that is, reduced 2i-1-Einstein gravity with a negative cosmological constant. Interestingly, the originating theory has no local dynamical modes, as every solut ion is locally one of constant curvature. However, Bafiados, Teit elb oim
and Zanelli have found a solution with al1 the properties of a black hole by
making suitable identifications in the AdS spacetime [29]. The dimensionally
reduced form of this Baiiados-Teitelboirn-Zanellior BTZ black hole was first
considered by Achficarro and Ortiz [30]. Their proposed reduction process
results in constant-curvature dilaton gravity with coupling t o an Abelian
gauge field. Significantly, the Abelian sector of the reduced theory describes
the angular momentum of the associated BTZ black hole. Note that Section
1 provides a more detailed account of the reduction process, as well as the
physical relevance of this special t h e ~ r y . ~ ~
To begin this analysis, we consider the classical AdS action (in three
dimensions of spacetime) and then impose the Achiicarro-Ortiz ansatz of
Eq.(17). This leads to the lfl-dimensional action of Eq. (l8), which we now
recall:

1=

/d2zfi4

+

[ ~ ( g ) 2h -

4FCF'.1
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.

(544)

Also recall that 2A corresponds to the negative of the cosmologicat constant,
and so A is a positive-valued parameter with dimensions of inverse length
squared.
The above functional is essentially the generic dilaton action of Eq.(52)
without a kinetic term for the dilaton field. In fact, this functional is formally
equivalent to the reparametrized action of Eq.(67). This implies that we
can apply the formalism of the original field definitions with the conforrnalparametrization factor equal to unity. On this basis, we proceed with the
BTS analysis by identifjmg the following:

59 We also make note of other one-loop studies that have anaiyzed the BTZ black hole:
[116,117,118, 119,120]. However, these studies ciifFer substantiaily in approach from the
methods of this thesis.

Let us now use Eqs.(307,311-315) to express the classical solution in terms
of the Reissner-Nordstrom-like gauge:

where the parameter J = -2Q h a - been used to denote the Abelian charge
observable. As mentioned above, J represents the angular momentum of the
BTZ black hole.
The metric function g ( x ) can be conveniently re-expressed as follows:

where the positivevalued roots of x: and x: locate the classical horizons:
outer and inner, respectively. By solving for the roots of g(z), we find:

+O,

We always assume that M >
thereby ensuring a non-degenerate pair
of positive, real horizons. This restricts the possible solutions to those descrîbing non-extrema1 black holes, although extremal black holes are still
studied as a lirniting case. Note that xo and xi are always regarded as being
the positive-valued roots.
The treelevel inverse Hawking temperature (326) takes on the following
BTZ forrn:

Keep in mind that ,&+ oo (Le., the classical temperature goes to zero) as
the extremal lirnit of xi + x, is approached.
In the calculations to follow, we also consider the special "chargeless"
BTZ mode1 (Le., vanishing angular momentum). In this case, there is only
a single classical horizon:
xo = d m
(561)

and the classical formalisrn further simplifies as follows:

27d2

PH = - x o

(5631

For the quantum-corrected BTZ analysis, we assume that the matter
consists of quantized, massless scalar fields that are minimally coupled to the
dilaton in three spacetime dimensions. These conditions can be described by
a matter action of the fonn [6]:

where G and e are constant parameters that measure the strength of gravitat ional coupling. As in the p i o r subsection, we set a = O to ensure conformally
coupled matter fields in the reduced theory.

To dimensionally reduce this matter action, we impose axid symmetry
with the metric ansatz of Eq.(17):

and then integrate over angular coordinate B. This process yields the following reduced form of the matter action:

where G = 1/2 has also been used.
We see that the dimensional reduction has induced a non-minimal dilatonmatter coupling. Furthermore, a cornparison of the above functional with
Eq.(32) enables the identification of c(4) = 4. Significantly, this result along
with Eqs. (357,358)leads t o the BTZ form of the "coupling parameters" :

Similarly t o the prior subsection, classical and one-loop results are presented for three different cases: charged and uncharged (Le., spinning and
spinless) along with the extrema1 limit. The last two cases are denoted by
subscripts une and ext, respectively. Keep in mind that the extrema1 limit
corresponds to the coincidence of classical horizons xi -+xo.
Let us now consider the quantum-corrected BTZ geometry, beginning
with the perturbative mass parameter. By way of Eq.(423), the one-loop
mass corrections are found to be:

x2

where we have redefined (for

'x (2 ln (x

+

:+
xO)

O,,)],

(5'70)

BTZ) the following quantities:

and it is useful to recall that Y = p&/2?rLz. Of significant interest is
the logarithmic divergence O C C U in
~ m&(x)
~ ~
a t the outer horizon. This
divergence suggests a n extremal breakdown in the metric ansatz with respect
to the near-horizon geometry. This is just like for the SSG theory, although
no such breakdown is apparent in t h e SSG mass calculation (contrary t o
what we have found here).
It is worth noting that the BTZ c'Q-terms" are not quite analogous (in a
behavioral sense) to their SSG counterparts. In particular, O and Ou, are
now well behaved in the limit of infinite box size (i-e., as L -t 0 0 ) . Eld
remains problematic due t o the extremal divergence of PH; however, this can
be handled in a number of ways. (For instance, we could fix arbitrary L,
to be an infinite quantity.) Although less motivated t o do so, we can (and
possibly should) eliminate the 8-terms in the same manner as for the SSG
theory; that is, by imposing the appropriate boundary condition (372) on
the parameter Y. Hence, such terms may not be physically relevant to the
calculations in t his subsection.
Eq.(424) can be used t o evaluate t h e other perturbative metric function
w (x). Defining a function w(x) in accordance with:

we find:

and ~ ( xis)quadratically divergent in the extremal limit. So for BTZ gravity (unlike for SSG), t h e extremal breakdown in the metric ansatz occurs
throughout the relevant manifold, rather than just a t t h e outer horizon.
However, the non-extrema1 cases are well behaved from t h e outer horizon to
spatial infinity, independently of the choice of boundary condition on T.
The one-loop culvature can be calculated by way of Eq.(426) along with
Eq.(325) for the tredevel terrns. These results are as follows:

For al1 cases, we find that the curvature is regular throughout the relevant
manifold. This even includes the extremd limit, in spite of the singularities
in r n d (xo) and w&(x).
Eq.(431) can be used to evaluate the first-order shift in the outer horizon.
We find for the spinning case:

where the first-order mass shift can be obtained from Eq.(569). The spinless
case has the same form as above, but Ax, clearly diverges in the extremal
limit due to the presence of both m ( x o )and Ba. This re-enforces the notion
of an extrema1 breakdown in the BTZ metric ansatz.
Before we consider the thermodynamic calculations, it is useful to examine the asymptotic behavior of the rnetric (556). By defining g, t o be the
leading-order term(s) in g ( L ) , we obtain the following classical result for al1
cases:
U

gm (L)= 212

To evaluate the quantum-corrected analogue & (L), it is necessary to consider any further contribution frorn the quantum mass parameter m ( L ) . An
inspection of Eqs.(569-571) reveals that the highest-order mass terms are
Iinear in L, and so for al1 cases:

We begin the BTZ thermodynamic analysis by considering the quasi-local
energy. The classical calculation by way of Eq.(344) yields:

and similar forms can be obtained for the spinless and extrema1 cases. T t is
instructive to consider the Iarg+L behavior of the red-shifted energy ER =
E ~ (SL ) . After applying a binomial expansion, we have:

Evidently, ER + M in the asymptotic limit, which is the expected behavior
of a red-shifted quasi-localized energy in a n anti-de Sitter spacetime [101].
Note that the asyrnptotically vanishing correction can be identified with a
rotational binding energy [57].
Let u s now use Eq.(450) t o evaluate the quantum-corrected energy:

where m ( L ) can be obtained from Eq.(569). By using a binomial expansion
with respect to small m(L)(Le., small K ) , we are able to separate the classical
energy from the first-order corrections:

E=E+

1Lm (L)

J ( L-~x ; ) ( L ~
- x;)

+ K{...},

where E is just the classical energy (584) and {...) represents the secand line
in Eq.(586). For the domain of large box size, m ( L ) is of the order L and
the explicit terms in Eq.(587) dominate the energy.
The above procedure can be repeated for the spinless and extrema1 cases,
and t hese calculat ions yield:

Next, we consider the chemical potential of a spinning BTZ black hole.
Eq.(345) can be used to generate the following classical result:

Note that a similar expression can be obtained in the extrema1 limit (y& =
-Z2 J/2xzL) , whereas the chemical potential vanishes for the spinless case.
By using Eq.(558) to eliminate M fiom the right-most relation, we obtain
the simplified form:

When one considers the asymptotic behavior of an anti-de Sitter theory, it is
most appropriate t O study the red-shifted values of t hermodynamic quant ities
[101]. Here, we find that -(R + -1J/2x: as L + m. Notably, this limit is
the form of rotational potential that rnight be anticipated for an axially
symmetric system of radius x, and angular momentum J.
We can obtain the quantum-corrected form of the chemical potential by
re-evaluating Eq.(345) with the corrected values of the blue-shift factor and
outer horizon. Such a calculation leads to:

Binomial expansions with respect to small m ( L )and Az. allow us to separate
the classical contribution from the quantum correct ions. This yields the
following t o first order:

where y is the classical result (591) and Eqss.(569,581)can be used to evaluate the one-loop mass and horizon shifts. A similar form can b e obtained

in the extremal Iimit. However, t h e extremal expression has an "apparent
divergence'' because of the singularity in the one-loop horizon shifk60
Next, we consider the BTZ black hole entropy. Beginning with the classical calculation by way of Eq. (Ml), we obtain the following form in al1 cases
(assuming that
does not vanish [84, 85, 86, 871):

To dernonstrate compatibility with the Bekenstein-Hawking definition (4), it
is helpful t o consider the form of the axially symmetric ansatz (565). An
inspection of this Iine element leads t o the following expression for the outerhorizon cïrcumference

Hence, Eq.(594) can be rewritten as follows:

which is the anticipated result.
The quantum-corrected entropy can be evaluated via Eq.(451). By also
applying the prior results for Ax, and m(x,),we end up with the following
expressions (each up to an irrelevant p-dependent term):

6 0 Asimilady
~
noted in the SSG anaiysis, the problematic horizon term in Te,, can be
effectively eliminated with a convenient choice of Abelian gauge. Hence, the assotiated
singdarity haa been classified as only an apparent divergence.
6 1 ~ denote
e
this circuniference by A, since it is the 2+l-dimensionai analogue of the
horizon surface area.

and the one-loop entropy is linearly divergent in the extremal limit.
As similarly found for the S S G model, the BTZ entropy expressions contain terms with "explicit" L dependence (Le., those in addition to the 0tems). This translates to potential infinities (Le., infinities when L -+a>)
that can not be eliminated, regardless of the choice of boundary condition
on T. We considered the handling and interpretation of such t e m in the
previous subsection (see the discussion following Eq.(522)). We point out,
however, that the potentially divergent terms in the BTZ entropy are strictly
logarithmic in nature, unlike the potential linear divergences arising in the
analogous SSG calculation.
The next therrnodynamic property to be considered is the Hawking temperature; that is, the "unshifted" t e r n p e r a t ~ r eof~a~ BTZ black hole. Classically, Ta is simply given as the inverse of either Eq.(560) for the spinning case
or Eq.(563) for the spinless case. Also recall that the classical temperature
vanishes in the extremal limit.
The quantum-corrected Hawking temperature fa can be calculated by
way of Eq. (456). First, let us focus on evaluating just the quantity eXg'l,z.
In the case of a spinning BTZ black hole, this quanti@ can be expressed as
follows:

%y using a binomial expansion with respect t o small Ax, and also applying
Eqs. (560,58l), we have the result:

Significantly, the classical temperature
quantum corrections.

has now been separated from the

621nthis context: unshifted irnplies that the bIack hole temperature should be measured
at a timelike surface x = xu such that g(xu) = 1.

We can substitute the above relation into the generic (ondoop) temperature expression (456) and further apply the BTZ farmalism to obtain:

Eqs.(569,575,576) can be used to substitute for m ( r , ) and w(xo), and this
leads to the following (after simplification):

By repeating the above procedure for the spinless case, we find:

while the one-loop temperature is linearly divergent in the extrema1 limit,
since the factor of (x,?- x:)-~ dominates over the zero in the classical temperature. Unlike in the analogous SSG calculation, this divergence occurs
independently of the O-term. Consequently, a well-defined extremal Iimit
(for the one-loop temperature) is unattainable in t h e BTZ theory.
Although we have identified definite extremal infinities in the one-loop
thermodynarnic corrections (with respect to temperature for BTZ and entropy for both models), these are not necessarily catastrophic results if the
infinities in question can be suitably renormalized. A s discussed near the end
of Subsection 1.2, this follows from the extremal temperature and entropy
vanishing at the tree-level (although vanishing extremal entropy is only a
hypot hesis).
Next, we examine the thermal flux of a BTZ black hole. As priorly
discussed, the incoming and outgoing components of this flux are equivalent
to the diagonal components of the stress tensor in a suitably defined nul1
coordinate system [91]. By way of Eqs. (463-464), the appropriate stress
tensor components are found to be:

where Tw = TuUin al1 cases and Tvv has been included for completeness.
Let us consider the CF-like regularity conditions of Eqs. (389-391). We
find these conditions to be trivially satisfied for the non-extrema1 cases. This
occurs by virtue of an overall factor of either (x - x , ) ~or x - x, in each
of Eqs.(604-607). However, the most stringent constraint (391) fails in the
extremal limit because of the degenerate singularity in the extremal metric.
This failure is h r t h e r suggestive of an extremal breakdown in the one-loop
ansatz.
Let us also consider the asymptotic nature of the above resultç. Evidently,
each of the stress tensor components (in al1 cases) diverges at spatial infinity.
This is an anticipated result for the BTZ mode1 [121, 122, 1231 and can be
attributed to an observer at x measuring a local temperature of T ( x ) =
(&g$ ( x ) ) - l . Since T(x) appmaches zero as x + oo, it follows that an

asymptotic observer would detect an infinitely large flux of particles (in order
for her to measure the correct thermal flux). Note that, unlike for the SSG
model, the BTZ asymptotic flux is a positive quantity, since the terms with
logarithmic dependence dominate a t spatial infinity.
We conclude the discussion of BTZ gravity by considering the volume V of
the allowed space of observables. To make this evaluation, we first recall that
the observables are restricted as follows (see the discussion after Eq.(559)):

Furthemore, the box outer boundary rnust lie exterior to the outer horizon,
and so (cf. Eq.(558)):

For any given value of angular rnomentum J, this leads to the following upper
bound on the m a s :

The allowed region of observable space is defined by the above constraint
equations (610,612). To obtain the volume V of this region, we integrate as
follows:
+* 112 ~2
4L4
V = - 2 ~ = ~JJ~?+%M=(613)
315 '
12

J
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Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied a very general lfl-dimensional model of
dilaton gravity with coupling t o a n Abelian gauge field. The focus of this
analysis was on the themodynamics of black hole systerns; specifically, black
holes within the confines of a timelike, static shell on which the temperature
and chemical potential are fixed a t constant values. It is of interest that
such b oundary conditions effect ively describe the Hartle-Hawking vacuum
state [58]. The general solution of the field equations was first formulated
a t the classical level, and many significant properties of this solution were
closely examined. We next constructed a Hamiltonian partition hnction, and
this was demonstrated (by way of a saddle-point approximation) t o generate
self-consist ent t herrnodynamic relations. Equivalent results were obt ained
when we employed a path integral description of the partition function. This
latter Euclidean action approach was t hen further adapted to incorporate
the back-reaction effects (on the classical geometry) as induced by quantized
matter fields. With these adaptations, we were able to calculate the one-2oop
quantum corrections t O various geometrical and t hermodynamic prop ert ies
of a generic dilaton black hole.
After t horoughly examining the generic t heory, we directly applied the
generalized one-loop methodology to a pair of specific models. These s p e
cial dilaton theories were readily identified as dimensionally reduced forms
of the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole in 3+f-spherically syrnmetric gravity
(SSG) and the Bafiados-Teitelboim-Zanelli(BTZ) black hole in 2fl-ant i-de
Sitter gravi@ [29]. Notably, the Abelian gauge sector of the reduced theory describes an electrostatic charge for the former model and an angular
momentum for the latter. For both of these special theories, close attention
was paid to the extremal-limiting case. In this intriguing limit, it was found
t hat singularit ies plagued many of the one-loop calculations; part icularly, the
near-horizon geometry, the horizon-based thermodynamic properties of temperature and entropy, and the stress tensor at the horizon in the free-falling
frarne. (We have identified singular behavior in the last quantity by demonstrating that a generalized set of Christensen-Fulling regularity conditions
[71]fails in the extrema1 limit.)
Although our calculations for spherically symrnetric and BTZ black holes
are quite rigorous in a dilaton gravity context, they do not necessarily translate (in a straightforward manner) to the one-loop expressions of the corre-

sponding unreduced theories. More t o t h e point, we have studied truncated
forms of the one-loop effective adion (Le., those obtained through a process
of dimensional reduction) for which only the spherical modes of the matter fields are quantized [91]. It is further significant that, because of t h e
so-called "dimensional-reduction anomaly" [92], such a truncated form rnay
not accurately describe even the "s-waves" of the matter fields. If we were
t O direckly apply our one-loop expressions t o the higher-dimensional t heories, t hen (in al1 likelihood) significant corrections would st ill be required.
For instance, the negative asymptotic flux (as identified in the reduced SSG
model) may have been a consequence of this anomalous reduction, rather
than a manifestation of a strong dilaton-matter coupling a t spatial infinity.
With the help of recent publications [92], we hope to gain a better understanding of this dimensional-reduction anomaly and account for its effects,
a t least qualitatively, in studies to follow.
As previously discussed, we have neglected certain non-local terms (which
were first calculated after the publication of Our results) in the conformally
invariant portion of the effective action [93]. The t e m s in question appear t o
b e of the relevant order for inclusion in our analysis. Unfortunately, because
of t h e non-local nature of these terms, their incorporation into our formalism is by no means a straightforward process. This suggests that, even in
a dilaton gravity context, the one-Ioop calculations of Section 4 should only
b e regarded (at best) as useful approximations. Just as for the dimensionalreduction anomaly, we hope t o formally address this issue in a future work.
It is worth noting, however, that these conformally invariant terms may be
of little consequence t o studies on the BTZ black hole. To justify this 1 s t
statement, consider that a n expansion based on "covariant perturbation theoryx (the process by which the relevant terms have been derived) is only
expected to be valid when the derivative of the curvature is much larger
than t h e curvature itself [log]. This certainly appears to be an appropriate
condition for reduced SSG; however, this is not the case for reduced BTZ,
which is essentidly a theory of constant-cui~aturegravityGiven the technical difficulties as expressed above, it is difficult t o predict which (if any) of the one-loop results could be expected t o hold up under
the closer scrutiny of further studies. We expect, however, that the qualitative outcomes regarding regularity at the horizon will persist even after t h e
technical issues have been rigorously dealt with. That is, we anticipate t h a t
subsequent one-loop calculations for the near-horizon geometry, temperature

and entropy (as well as for the stress tensor at the horizon in the fiee-falling
fiame) will maintain their regularity in the case of non-extrema1 black holes,
whereas the singularities in the extremal limit of these calculations will persevere. Regular behavior at a non-extremal horizon can be expected because
of the very nature of t h e Hartle-Hawking vacuum state [71]. Meanwhile, a
near-horizon breakdown in the extrema1 limit can be anticipated by virtue
of the following conjecture. There exists a generalized form of the third law
of thermodynamics (Le., a system with finite temperature can never reach a
state of zero temperature via a continuous process) t h a t invalidates just such
a limit-taking procedure [85]. We further point out t h a t a study which quantitatively supports this conjecture has since been undertaken [124]. In any
event, irrespectively of the stability of Our one-loop results, the techniques of
this thesis should have merit (at least) as analytical tools.
Along with the prospects discussed above, there are several other directions in which t o extend the formalism of this thesis. For example, the
partition functions could be integrated (via numerical methods) with the
relevant integration measures and observabie spectrums possibly arising out
of some fundamental quantum theory [100]. The formalism could also be
extended to more general matter fields; including fermions, spin bosons and
a non-conforma1 coupling of the scalar fields. We have also given some consideration to generalizing the perturbative analysis for the incorporation of
time-dependent solutions. This could lead to an analytical expression for the
time evolution of quantum back-reaction effects. Furthemore, the mode1
could be generalized for the inclusion of Born-Infeld electrodynamics 1451;
that is, the inclusion of terms that depend non-linearly on the norm of the
Abelian field-strength tensor. The thermodynamics of extremal black holes
also merits a closer examination. As alluded to above, a distinct extremal
solution could be solved for as an alternative to the
limit-taking procedure. Although such a study has since been initiated [124], the physical
interpret at ion of extremal t hermodynamics remains a n op en question [125].
Admittedly, a comprehensive theory of black hole thermodynamics will
require investigations into many more gravitational models and analytical
methods. T t is our hope, however, that the formalism of this thesis provides a
solid foundation for t h e thermodynamic analysis of many interesting theories.
Such studies should pave the way to a deeper understanding of the quantum
nature of black holes. This, in turn, could ultimately shed some much needed
light on the intriguing and paradoxical world of quantum gravity.
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